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ABSTRACT

Coupled biological and chemical systems9 neural networks9 social interacting species9 the
Internet and the World Wide Web are only a few examples of Small World and Scale-free
complex networks9  i.e. systems composed by a large number of highly interconnected
dynamical units. During the last ten years these kinds of systems have been the subEect
of many studies related to  comprehend their common structural  properties and their
dynamics.  Small  World  and Scale-free  networks are supposed to  be  very  stable  and
robust structures in case of failures or deliberate attacks on the system. Moreover9 due to
their well-known properties9 they allow to model several real networks in order to find the
key elements for a complete and efficient communication activity between nodes.
This  thesis  introduced  a  new  mathematical  tool  developed  by  the  author  called
!ime=net.work.  The latter has got the purpose to extend the above-mentioned complex
networks  theories to  transportation  systems under  a  new time-related  point  of  view.
Analysis have been taken firstly on Berlin Transportation Network and then to several
other  test  cases.  The  relative  results  help  in  finding  statistical  properties  about  the
connectivity  and the  structure  of  such system both topologically and considering  the
travel  time and the  frequency  of  the  scheduled services.  This  is  a  new approach to
robustness of transportation networks which allows to find which and how many nodes
have to assurance their functionality in order to provide a desired Level of Service in case
of failures or deliberate attacks.





SOMMARIO

I sistemi biologici e chimici, le interazioni ed i rapporti sociali, Internet e il World Wide
Web sono soltanto alcuni esempi dei cosiddetti sistemi complessi Small World e Scale-
free;  essi  sono  particolari  strutture  di  rete  composte  da  un  gran  numero  di  unità
interconnesse tra loro che scambiano informazioni dinamicamente ed evolvendosi  nel
tempo.  Negli  ultimi  dieci  anni  questi  particolari  sistemi  fisici  sono  stati  oggetto  di
numerosi  studi  tesi  a  determinare  le proprietà comuni  a  diversi  tipi  di  rete  e  le loro
dinamiche. Le reti Small World e Scale-free ad esempio, sono state analizzate per la loro
stabilità e resistenza in caso di avarie o di attacchi mirati verso particolari elementi del
sistema. Grazie alle loro proprietà tali sistemi consentono di modellizzare diversi tipi di
reti reali al fine di determinare gli elementi chiave necessari a garantire la più completa
efficienza nelle comunicazioni tra i nodi.
Questa tesi presenta un nuovo strumento matematico sviluppato dall'autore denominato
!ime=net.work. Quest'ultimo ha l'obiettivo di estendere le teorie che contraddistinguono i
sistemi complessi a reti di trasporto in funzione di caratteristiche temporali. Le analisi
hanno riguardato la rete di trasporto pubblico di Berlino ed altri casi di studio. I relativi
risultati consentono di ricavare numerose proprietà statistiche riguardo la connettività e
le proprietà strutturali di tali sistemi, sia da un punto di vista topologico che da quello
legato ai tempi di percorrenza ed alla frequenza dei servizi.
Si  tratta di un nuovo approccio alla resistenza delle reti  di  trasporto che permette di
ricavare  quali  e  quanti  elementi  della  rete  devono  garantire  il  loro  completo
funzionamento al fine di provvedere un desiderato Livello di Servizio in caso di avarie o di
attacchi deliberati al sistema.
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preface.

!"er%&a% we ha"e something to &o with some t%pical aspects &emonstrating how the
worl&  can be 6small78  in  man% situations we realise  that  our  frien&s or people li"ing
aroun&  us  seem to  be  so  close  &espite  their  apparent  &istance  in  thoughts;  i&eas;
ph%sical &istance;  age or cit% in which the% li"e. =t seems strange that our neighbours
know our chil&hoo& frien&s; or that our boss remembers that in his %outh he use& to go
out with our gran&father. ?hese are onl% some of well known examples of e"er%&a% social
life8 these apparentl% ran&om situations are alwa%s use& to be &efine& as 6coinci&ences7.

?he experience of meeting somebo&% completel% stranger an& knowing that in fact he
is sociall% close to us ma&e the network of worl&wi&e people "er% small. Aore generall%;
most people ha"e at least hear& that e"er%bo&% on earth is linke& to an%bo&% else b% a
chain ma&e b% onl% few acBuaintances.

=n the 19EFs; Gtanle% Ailgram; an Hmerican ps%chologist; trie& to take a snapshot of
the interpersonal interactions between people insi&e a communit%. Ie starte& sen&ing
letters  to  ran&om  people  li"ing  in  the  Jnite&  Gtates;  in  particular  in  the  states  of
Kebraska an& Lansas;  asking  each of  them to  forwar&  the  letter  the%  recei"e&  to  a
anon%mous stockbroker li"ing in Moston; without gi"ing them his a&&ress. Ailgram aske&
the recipients to sen& the letter onl% to someone the% knew personall% an& who the%
thought ma% be much closer to the stockbroker. ?his person was a AilgramNs frien&; an&
who tol& him how man% letters he ha& recei"e&.

?he results were unexpecte&l% Buick an& surprisingO the recipients sent the letter to the
Moston stockbroker in few stepsO &espite the hun&re& of millions of people li"ing in the
Jnite& Gtates of Hmerica; the letter nee&e& more or less six steps to reach its &estination
in Moston. AilgramNs fin&ings became famous an& passe& into the wellPknown phrase
6six &egrees of separations7.

?he interest  of  stu&%ing  social  networks  properties has been rapi&l%  shift  to  other
s%stemsO phone calls; internet an& the Qorl& Qi&e Qeb; the actorNs collaboration in mo"ie
&atabases;  scientific coautorship an& citation from the Gcience Ritation =n&ex. Miolog%
an&  me&icine  as  neural;  genetics;  metabolic  an&  protein  s%stems;  can  also  take
a&"antage of these new properties. ?he% are common to &ifferent s%stems in a scheme
of or&ere& structure; which allow researchers to &escribe its features in an easier wa%
than  &one  before.  ?hese  properties  ha"e  been  largel%  &iscusse&  an&  stu&ie&;  an&
represent  the  starting  point  of  two  of  the  most  important  branches  of  the  mo&ern
network theories calle& complex networks: the small world phenomenon an& the scale-
free beha"iour.

?ransportation  networks  ha"e  been  slightl%  in"ol"e&  in  this  new  approach  so  far.
Sh%sicians showe& little interest in this s%stem &%namics an& onl% in or&er to get more
tests to their theories; but the% ne"er took into account the t%pical engineering aspects
which characterise these structure; such as tra"el times; freBuencies of ser"ices; tra"el



demand& (ot+ (, provider1s and traveller1s point of vie5.
T+ese features and man, ot+ers like trains& (uses& under:round lines& tracks& dela,s&

and ot+er predicta(le and unpredicta(le events :ive t+e perception of +o5 suc+ s,stems
could (e complicated and difficult to (e descri(ed 5it+ mat+ematical models. <oreover&
a  transportation  net5ork is  stron:l,  related  to  t+e  users1  (e+aviour=  in  fact&  5+en
travellin:&  users are  induced to  t+ink a(out  t+e  (etter  com(ination  of  trains&  (us or
under:round lines to catc+ in order to reac+ t+eir destinations& t+rou:+ t+e net5ork& in
t+e c+eapest or in t+e fastest 5a,. >ocal actions& as station dela,s or failures& can +ave
:lo(al conse?uences and t+e relations+ips (et5een local and :lo(al d,namics depend
criticall, on t+e net5ork1s topolo:ical structure.

T+e latter c+an:es in t+is approac+. As said (efore users are interested not onl, in +o5
t+e, can travel t+rou:+ t+e net5ork& (ut especiall, in +o5 muc+ time (or mone,) t+e, are
:oin: to spend durin: t+eir Courne,. Different  net5orks 5ill (e developed (, t+is stud,=
topolo:ical  transportation  s,stems and some ot+er  timeErelated structures as 5ell  as
different spaces 5+ic+ take into account t+e particular  service a provider  of a ur(an
net5ork  can  offer.  Are  t+e,  connected  5it+  compleF  net5orks  propertiesG  Are  t+ese
particular  kinds  of  spatioEtemporal  s,stems  a  sta(le  structureG  Are  t+e,  tolerant  of
failures or attacksG and finall,& 5+ic+ is t+eir Ac+ille1s +eelG

T+is t+esis tries to ans5er t+ese ?uestions and more pro(lems a(out a ne5 compleF
net5ork approac+  to  t,pical  transportation  anal,sis&  suc+  as  connectivit,&  sta(ilit,&
efficienc,  and ro(ustness&  takin: into account  t+e  !m#$$  &'($) p+enomenon and t+e
!*#$+,-(++ (e+aviour of t+e ne5 defined structures.

T+e researc+ is related to a transportation s,stem and considers (ot+ t+e topolo:, and
t+e services runnin: on it&  (uildin: a mat+ematical  model  5+ic+ allo5s to  appl, and
verif, t+e Ne5 Science1s t+eories on a real s,stem. Results provide ne5 elements and
measures to predict t+e (e+aviour of t+e 5+ole net5ork under different conditions in a
(etter& easier and more complete 5a, t+an it 5as done so far.







!"apte' one+ " t$e startin+ point .

!"# !% "&'()*& )!+* '(( ,)!-). #%/"*&(0
.% %.& &(*& 1'. m'3& #%/ 1-'.4&
'.5 !% *&& #%/+"& "&'((# %.(# 6&"# *m'(( '.5 ()0& 0(%,* %.
,)!-). #%/ ,)!-%/! #%/

T$e 0eatles. 3it$in 4ou 3it$out 4ou.

1.1 0ack+round.

T$e stud: of net<orks is one of t$e fundamental pillars of discrete mat$ematics as it
applies  +rap$  t$eor:  and  structural  p$:sical  properties  to  real  <orld  topics.  A  $u+e
?ranc$ of p$:sics is related to t$e stud: of net<orks in all its parts@ ?ot$ in functionalit:
and structural properties. An addition to t$e developments in mat$ematics@ t$e stud: of
net<orks $as seen important ac$ievements in ot$er conteCts@ for instance in t$e social
sciences@  medicine@  ?iolo+: and informatics.  At  focuses on relations$ips amon+  social
entities@  as  communication  ?et<een  mem?ers  of  a  +roup@  trade  amon+  nations@  or
economic transactions ?et<een corporations.

Durin+ t$e last ten :ears@ t$e stud: of a particular kind of net<orks@ called  1%m7(&8
.&!,%"3*@ $as rapidl: improved. EompleC net<orks $ave ?een defined as Fs:stems <$ose
structure  is  irre+ular@  compleC  and  d:namicall:  evolvin+  in  timeF.  T$e  main  focus  of
interest moved from t$e anal:sis of small net<orks to t$at of s:stems <it$ t$ousand of
millions of nodes@ and ne< attention <as paid to t$e properties of net<orks of d:namical
units.

T<o  seminal  papers  (3atts  and  Htro+atI@  1JJ8  and  0ara?Lsi  and  Al?ert@  1JJJ)
to+et$er  <it$  t$e  ne<  discoveries  in  t$is  field  $elped  in  arousin+  t$e  interest  of
p$:sicians firstl:  and of ot$er  scientists  secondl:  in startin+  and anal:sin+  t$e  $u+e
num?er  of real  net<orks under  anot$er  point of  vie<.  T$ese net<orks include social
relations$ips@  p$one  call  net<orks@  Anternet  and  t$e  3orld  3ide  3e?@  actorsF
colla?oration in movie data?ases@ citations@ neural and +enetic net<orks.

T$e mat$ematical  stud:  of  net<orks transcends t$e  common ?oundaries ?et<een
scientific  disciplines.  Net<ork  t$eor:  is  closel:  related  to  t$e  relations$ips  ?et<een
individuals@ <$o are t$e pattern of interactions. Net<ork t$eorists consider t$eir stud:Fs
o?Oect as a pattern formed ?: ed+es and dots. Pookin+ at t$e s:stem from anot$er point
of  vie<@  i.e.  from  t$e  fact  t$at  <$at  is  reall:  important  is  t$e  arc$itecture  of  t$e
relations$ips@  and  not  t$e  individual  c$aracteristics  of  t$e  dots@  man:  net<orks@
seemin+l: unrelated@ are $o<ever ver: similar. T$e massive and comparative anal:sis of
t$ese  so  different  kinds  of  net<orks  $as  produced  t$e  identification  of  a  series  of
unif:in+  statistical  properties  and  principles  common  to  most  of  t$e  real  net<orks
consideredQ t$e most relevant properties are t$e *m'(( ,%"(5 p$enomenon and t$e *1'(&9
0"&& ?e$aviour.

An 1JJ8@ t$e mat$ematicians Hteve Htro+atI and Duncan 3atts started to stud: t$e
+rap$Fs topolo+ical structures from an unusual point of vie< and t$e: discovered some
particular  properties  of  t$ese  structuresR  some  real  net<orks  are  c$aracterised  ?:
correlation in t$eir node de+ree@ ?: $avin+ relativel: s$ort pat$s ?et<een t<o nodes and
?: t$e presence of a lar+e num?er of interconnected +roups of nodes@ called  1(/*!&"*.

1S



!"a$ter one+ , t"e startin/ $oint 0

T"is is t"e small &orld $"enomenon3 4"i!" is 5irstly relate8 to so!ial s!ien!es3 an8 t"en
e9ten8e8 to ot"er :in8s o5 real systems in or8er to $er5orm t"eir !loseness an8 t"ere5ore
t"eir stability in !ommuni!ation bet4een no8es =>i/ure ?+?+?@+ At is "y$ot"esise8 by some
resear!"ers =BarabCsi DEED@ t"at t"e $revalen!e o5  small &orld net4or:s be"aviour in
several systems may re5le!t an evolutionary a8vanta/e o5 su!" an ar!"ite!ture+

An a88ition to t"e small &orld $"enomenon3 anot"er essential $ro$erty is relate8 to t"e
8e/ree o5 t"e no8es3 in $arti!ular to t"eir 8ire!t !onne!tions 4it" t"e ot"ers+ An many
!ases net4or:s are !"ara!terise8 by some no8es !alle8 G"ubsG "avin/ a "i/"er 8e/ree
t"an t"e ot"ers+ T"is 5eature is one o5 t"e main reasons 4"y t"ese stru!turesG to$olo/i!al
be"aviour  8i55ers  5rom  t"at  o5  ot"er  stru!tures+  Scale-free net4or:s  stru!ture  an8
8ynami!s is in8e$en8ent o5 t"e systemGs siHe3 i+e+ o5 t"e number o5 no8es t"e system
"as+ An ot"er 4or8s3 a  scale-free  net4or: 4ill "ave t"e same $ro$erties a$art 5rom t"e
number o5 its no8es =>i/ure ?+D+?@+ An real net4or:s3 t"e 8e/ree 8istribution /=k@3 8e5ine8
as t"e $robability t"at a no8e !"osen uni5ormly at ran8om "as 8e/ree  k3  si/ni5i!antly
8eviates 5rom t"e Ioisson 8istribution to a $o4er la4 =scale-free@ tail 4it" an e9$onent
bet4een D an8 J+ T"is $ro$erty a$$ears in various real net4or:s3 5rom t"e Korl8 Ki8e
Keb to "uman bein/ se9ual !onta!ts3 5rom Anternet to mole!ular biolo/i!al !"ains+ T"ese
remar:able  $ro$erties  le8  resear!"ers  to  8evelo$e8  ne4  measures  to  8e5ine  t"e
im$ortan!e o5 no8es an8 lin:s in su!" systems un8er 8i55erent !on8itions+ T"ey !oul8 be
$"ysi!ally 8es!ribe8 by t"e so !alle8 centralit4 measures3 4"i!" t"ere 4ill be "eavily use8
in t"is stu8y to  8etermine t"e  relative im$ortan!e o5 an  element  4it"in a /ra$" an8
t"ere5ore t"e s$rea8in/ o5 8ynami!s t"rou/" t"e net4or:+

?+D A Me4 S!ien!e o5 Met4or:s+

T"e !ou$le8 ar!"ite!ture =small &orld an8  scale-free@ o5  t"e systems "as im$ortant

?O

Fi6ure  1.1.1:  Small  ;orld  Net&orks.  A  re6ular  net&ork  is  c>aracterised  ?4  stron6  cluster
structures and >i6> pat>s len6t> ?et&een nodes. Revie&in6 onl4 a small percenta6e of ed6esC t>e
distances ?et&een nodes drops drasticall4C similarl4 to t>e t4pical random net&orks ?e>aviour.
Small &orld s4stems sta4 ?et&een order and random conditionsC 6ivin6 t>e s4stem sta?ilit4 and
efficienc4 in its communications. (;atts D.F.C Stro6atG S.H. (1II8) LMollective d4namics of Nsmall
&orldO net&orksPC NatureC 3I3C pp. 440-442).
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!ig$re (.*.(+ S-ale01ree 2ehavio$r in 7eal 8et:or;s+ the hori=ontal a>is is the verte> ?egree :hile
the verti-al a>is is the -$m$lative ?istriA$tion o1 ?egreesB i.e. the 1ra-tion o1 verti-es :hi-h has
higher ?egree than ; or the same ?egree as ;. The -onsi?ere? net:or;s are+ DaE the -ollaAoration
net:or; o1 mathemati-iansF DAE -itations Aet:een (GH( an? (GGI to all papers -atalog$e? Ay the
Lnstit$te 1or S-ienti1i- Ln1ormationF D- E  a MNN million verte> s$Aset o1 the Oorl? Oi?e OeAB in
(GGGF  D?E the LnternetF DeE the po:er gri? o1  the :estern Pnite? StatesF  D1E  the intera-tions o1
proteins in the metaAolism o1 the yeast S. Cerevisiae. Rlmost all  systems sho: the po:er la:
?egree ?istriA$tionB e>-ept DeE sho:ing an e>ponential ?istriA$tion Dlog0linear s-aleE an? DAE :hi-h
?eviates 1rom this la: 1or small ?egree. D8e:man S.T.U. D*NNME VThe Str$-t$re an? !$n-tion o1
Comple> 8et:or;sWB SLRS 7evie:B XYB pp. (ZI0*YZE.
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! 1re#t.ng  2ode4s o5  net6or7s th#t  !#n he4$ .n  8nderst#nd.ng the  2e#n.ng  o5 the

#9o:e;2ent.oned  $ro$ert.es<  re4#ted  to  #  $#rt.!84#r  7.nd  o5  net6or7  =e+g+
tr#ns$ort#t.on> #nd ho6 the? !#n .nter#!t 6.th one #nother@

! Ared.!t.ng the 9eh#:.o8r o5 the net6or7 ent.t.es on the 9#s.s o5 2e#s8red str8!t8r#4

$ro$ert.es #nd o5 the 4o!#4 r84es o5 nodes #nd edges< 2e#s8r.ng ho6 the net6or7
str8!t8re does #55e!t the tr#55.! #nd the d?n#2.!s o5 the s?ste2+

Bhe 5.rst t6o $o.nts h#:e 9een .ntens.:e4? st8d.ed so 5#r< s8!h #s the !h#r#!ter.C#t.on
#nd 2ode44.ng o5 net6or7 str8!t8re+ Bhe? 6.44 9e the st#rt.ng $o.nt o5 th.s thes.sD 2ethods
#nd o9Ee!t.:es+ St8d.es on the e55e!ts o5 str8!t8re on the s?ste2 9eh#:.o8r #re st.44 #n
e2erg.ng s!.en!e< #nd the go#4 o5 th.s st8d? .s to 5.nd # ne6 #s$e!t #9o8t tr#ns$ort#t.on
net6or7s #n#4?s.s 9#sed on !o2$4eG 6e.ghted net6or7s+

1+3 Jese#r!h Kethods+

Bhe eGtens.on o5 !o2$4eG net6or7s theor? to tr#ns$ort#t.on !#ses needs #42ost #44 o5
the 2#the2#t.!#4 .nstr82ents o5 the t?$.!#4 gr#$h theor?+ Lo6e:er so2e !h#nges 28st
9e #do$ted .n order to t#7e .nto #!!o8nt se:er#4 !onstr#.nts+ Br#ns$ort#t.on net6or7s #re
s?ste2s d?n#2.!#44? e:o4:.ng .n t.2e< .n 6h.!h d.55erent 7.nds o5 ent.t.es =tr#.ns< 98ses>
r8n  on  #  $h?s.!#4  .n5r#str8!t8re+  Bh.s  7.nds  o5  net6or7s  !#n  e#s.4?  9e  de5.ned  #s
D!o2$4eGD< #!!ord.ng to the gener#4 de5.n.t.ons o5 s8!h s?ste2s+

Des$.te h#:.ng # d.s!rete n829er o5 s.2.4#r.t.es 6.th other !o2$4eG net6or7s< s8!h #s
s"ale&'ree degree d.str.98t.on #nd  small +orld 9eh#:.o8r< tr#ns$ort#t.on net6or7s h#:e
got so2e $e!84.#r !h#r#!ter.st.!sN

! O? de5.n.t.on< the? #re 9orn to D!#rr?D $eo$4e or goods< #nd there5ore the? #re strong4?

re4#ted to the 8sersD 9eh#:.o8r #nd to the t.2e tr#:e44ers !#n s$end@

! Bhe? #re !onne!ted s?ste2s< .n 6h.!h d.55erent tr#ns$ort 2odes !#n .nter#!t g.:.ng

the  8sers  the  $oss.9.4.t?  to  !h#nge  tr#ns$ort  2ode  #!!ord.ng  to  the.r  needs  or
dest.n#t.ons@

! P.n#44?< .n the !#se o5 # $#rt.#4 5#.48re o5 so2e !onst.t8t.ng e4e2ents< # tr#ns$ort#t.on

net6or7 .s gener#44? st.44 #94e to 2#.nt#.n .ts 58n!t.on#4.t? 6.th so2e !h#nges .n the
s?ste2 d?n#2.!s =de4#?s<  2.ss.ng  !onne!t.ons et!+>  #nd  .n  the  #ss8red  Qe:e4  R5
Ser:.!e+

Por these re#sons< the 2ethod 8sed .n th.s rese#r!h 9#ses on #!!8r#te #n#4?s.s o5
ho6 the net6or7 .s re4#ted to d?n#2.!#4 !o2$onents< #s tr#:e4 t.2es< 5reS8en!.es o5 the
ser:.!es<  tr#ns5ers  #nd  .ts  to$o4og?+  T  2ore  gener#4  gr#$h  theor?  6.44  9e  #do$ted
=6e.ghted gr#$hs> .n order to t#7e .nto #!!o8nt these t?$.!#4 #s$e!ts o5 tr#ns$ort#t.on
eng.neer.ng+
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1.4 3e-ear!h 4b6e!ti7e-.

8he ai9 o: thi- the-i- i- the de7elo$9ent o: a tool =hi!h !an e>tend !o9$le> net=or?
theorie- to tran-$ortation -y-te9- Ander a ne= ti9eBrelated a$$roa!h. DAe to the large
nA9ber o: ele9ent- and their dyna9i!-D a 9athe9ati!al de7i!e i- needed in order to
!o9$Ate  and  e7alAate  the  !hara!teri-ti!-  o:  the  analy-ed  net=or?-  and  their
9athe9ati!al !o9$le> de-!ri$tion. En $arti!Alar it -hoAld $ro7ideF

! G to$ologi!al de-!ri$tion o: the net=or? in all it- $art-. 8he ai9 i- to de:ine a :ir-t
global 7ie= o: the ba-i! !o9$le> !hara!teri-ti!-D -A!h a- degree !orrelationD  s"ale&
'ree and small +orld beha7ioAr and the e7alAation o: the "entrality 9ea-Are-. 8he-e
a-$e!t- !an be analy-ed not only in the ba-i! $hy-i!al in:ra-trA!tAral net=or?-D bAt
e7en in tho-e related =ith the -er7i!e-H

! G =eighted analy-i- o: the abo7eB9entioned :eatAre- Ander a ne= ti9eBrelated $oint
o: 7ie=. 8he ai9 i- to e7alAate the !o99Ani!ation- bet=een node- Ander $lanned
tran-$ortation de!i-ion-D a- tra7el ti9e- and :reIAen!y o: -er7i!e- on a lineH

! Gn in-trA9ent :or the -er7i!e $ro7ider to e-ti9ate the 9o-t !riti!al !o9$onent- o:
the net=or? in !a-e o: rando9 :ailAre- or deliberate atta!?-. Et !an al-o $redi!t the
global  re-$on-e o: the -y-te9 in !a-e o: 9aintenan!e =or?-D  redA!ed -$eed- or
!hange o: :reIAen!ie- o: -er7i!e-H

! En:or9ation aboAt 7Alnerability in order to de:ine the be-t =ay to $rote!t both the

in:ra-trA!tAre and the -er7i!e- again-t :ailAre- or e>ternal deliberate atta!?- and to
a--Are a de-ired Je7el 4: Ser7i!e in the -y-te9H

! G !a-!ading :ailAre- 9odel =hi!h $ro7ide- A-e:Al in:or9ation to $redi!t the rea!tion

o: the -y-te9 in !a-e o: node- brea?do=n or !a$a!ity thre-hold.

8he  ne=  a$$roa!h  9i>e-  and  analy-e-  both  the  to$ology  and  other  a-$e!t-  o:
tran-$ortation  engineering  in  a  -ingle  toolH  it  ha-  been  !alled  Time3net4+or5
L===.ti9enet=or?.orgM than?- to the geniA- o: Sil7iaD and it i- the re-Alt o: thi- the-i-N
analy-i- and $Ar$o-e-. 8he 9athe9ati!al in-trA9ent ha- been te-ted and a$$lied to the
tran-$ortation net=or? o: Oerlin and to other !o9$le> tran-$ortation -y-te9-.

1.5 G!?no=ledge9ent- and QontribAtion-.

8hi- the-i- =oAldnNt e7er been =ritten =ithoAt the 9a--i7e in-$iring reading o: Glbert
Ja-Rlo OarabS-iN- T6in5edUD and there:ore =ithoAt the long tal? had dAring a night !ar tri$
=ith Va--i9oD W-terD Qhiara and Xederi!o. E =oAld al-o li?e to than? Sil7ia and SiA-i :or
being al=ay- N!lo-e to 9eND 9y $arent- :or -A$$orting 9y =or?- and 9y thoAght-D and 9y
Xriend-.

8he e9erging NNe= S!ien!e o: Net=or?-N in!rea-e- the intere-t o: net=or? re-ear!her-
in thi- :ield and e>tend- the need o: ne= tool- in order to analy-e the !o9$le> -trA!tAre
in a better and in a :a-ter =ay than it ha- been done -o :ar.  Time3net4+or5 ha- been
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de2elo$ed  4-ing  5ree6are  and  o$en7-o4r!e  a$$li!ation-  te-ted  and  -4$$orted  by
2ol4nteer- all aro4nd the 6orld. :hi- 6or; 6o4ld ha2e been <ore and <ore ti<e =and
<oney> e?$en-i2e 6itho4t their !on-tant attention to $ro2ide a 5ree and 2alid -4$$ort
6hi!h get- better 54n!tion- and -tability day a5ter day.

:he <atri?7oriented a$$roa!h 6hi!h i- the ba-i- o5 O"#$%& =666.o!ta2e.org> ha- been
6idely  4-ed  in  order  to  i<$le<ent  -e2eral  algorith<-  and  !o<$le?  ro4tine-  in
T)m&+,&#-./01- O"#$%& i- an o$en7-o4r!e $ro@e!t de2elo$ed -in!e 1BB2 to $ro2ide a 5ree
$o6er54l !ode 6hi!h !an integrate <o-t o5 the ty$i!al 5eat4re- and $ro$ertie- o5 the 6ell7
;no6n  DE:FEGH.  O"#$%& i-  a  high7le2el  lang4ageI  $ri<arily  intended  5or  n4<eri!al
!o<$4tation-.  Jt  $ro2ide- a !on2enient !o<<and line inter5a!e 5or -ol2ing linear and
non7linear $roble<-I and 5or $er5or<ing other n4<eri!al e?$eri<ent-. Kn De!e<ber 21-t

200N 2er-ion 3.0.0 ha- been relea-edI 6hi!h $ro2ide- <any <ore gra$hi!al o4t$4t- and
!o<$atibility !ode i--4e-.  :he $o--ibility to obtain di55erent o4t$4t 5or<at- readable by
other !o<<on 5ree net6or;  -!ien!e tool-  6a- one o5 the  <ain  $4r$o-e- de2elo$ing
T)m&+,&#-./01- Por  thi-  rea-onI  -e2eral  a$$li!ation- ha2e been re2ie6edI  te-ted  and
4-ed together.

E  re!ent  net6or;  $ro@e!tI  6hi!h  i-  !on-tantly  4$datedI  ha-  been  de2elo$ed  by  a
re-ear!h gro4$ o5 the Jndiana Qni2er-ity =JndianaI QSE>. :hi- tool i- !alled NWB =Net6or;
Tor;ben!h :oolI a2ailable at n6b.-li-.indiana.ed4> and in!l4de- -e2eral yet7i<$le<ented
!o<$le?  net6or;-  algorith<-  to  analy-e  and  2i-4aliUe  large  -y-te<-.  Jt  hel$-  the
-!ienti5i!  re-ear!h  !o<<4nity  =biologi-t-I  $hy-i!i-t-I  !o<$4ter  -!ienti-t-I  -o!ial  and
beha2io4ral -!ienti-t-I engineer-I et!.> in !arrying o4t net6or; analy-i-I <odellingI and
2i-4ali-ation $ro@e!t- in their o6n 5ield-.

:he late-t 2er-ion o5 NWB 6a- relea-ed on De!e<ber 1Vth 200N =2. 0.W.0> and in!l4de-
a $l4g in to XQYSS =gra$he?$loration.!ond.org> on Da! KS Z -y-te<-I an e?$loratory data
analy-i- and 2i-4aliUation tool 5or gra$h- and net6or;-. Jt i- 6ritten 4-ing both [a2a and
Python !ode-I in an e-$e!ially !alled ][ython] lang4age. Jt i<$le<ent- ty$i!al Xra$hDF
5ile-  =gra$h<l.gra$hdra6ing.org>I  an  e?tended  ZDF7ba-ed  5or<at  to  de-!ribe  gra$h
-tr4!t4re. Jt ha- been 2ery 4-e54l =along 6ith it- XDF !o<$atibility> to $ro2ide bea4ti54l
and 4-e54l gra$hi!al o4t$4t- o5 the -t4died net6or;-.

Xra$hi!al o4t$4t- obtained 4-ing XDF 5ile 5or<at- ha2e been al-o a2ailable by <ean-
o5 yYd Xra$h Yditor =666.y6or;-.!o<>.  :hi- i- the 5ree $art o5  the larger !o<<er!ial
yPile-  [a2a  $ro@e!t  6hi!h  allo6-  the  4-er  to  i<$le<ent  al<o-t  all  ;ind-  o5  gra$h-I
in!l4ding the 2i-4ali-ation o5 -o<e !entrality analy-i- <ea-4re-.

Enother  tool  ado$ted  5or  -e2eral  year-  by  net6or;  -!ienti-t-  i-  !alled  Pa@e;
=2lado.5<5.4ni7l@.-i^$4b^net6or;-^$a@e;>I a $ro@e!t de2elo$ed -in!e 1BBN by Endre@ Dr2ar
and _ladi<ir Gatagel@ o5 Qni2er-ity o5  F@4bl@anaI Slo2enia.  Jt  nati2ely r4n- on Tindo6-
o$erating -y-te<-I b4t than;- to the Dar6ine $ro@e!tI it ha- been $o--ible to <a;e it r4n
on  Da!  KS  Z  <a!hine-.  De2elo$ed  6ith  the  ai< o5  -t4dying  and  2i-4aliUing  -o!ial
net6or;-  intera!tion-I  it  !an  be  ra$idly  e?tended  to  al<o-t  all  ;ind-  o5  net6or;-
2i-4ali-ation $roble<-. Pa@e; o4t$4t- ha- been i<$le<ented in T)m&+,&#-./01 to $ro2ide
a gra$hi!al o4t$4t o5 the analy-ed net6or;-.

PinallyI thi- the-i- ha- been 6ritten and !o<$o-ed 6ith NeoK55i!e =666.neoo55i!e.org>I
6hi!h i- the 5ree $ro@e!t de2elo$ed and !on-tantly b4g75i?ed by 2ol4nteer- in order to
e?tend the 54n!tionality o5 K$enK55i!e to Da! KS Z -y-te<-.
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1+2 Thesis 4utline+

This thesis !onsists o7 three 8ain se!tions di:ided into eight !hapters+ The 7irst se!tion
in!ludes 7our !hapters introdu!ing and e;plaining the starting point o7 the analysis= i+e+
the new approa!h on networ? s!ien!e related with di77erent s!ienti7i! dis!iplines+ @7ter
this  introdu!tory  !hapter  presenting ideas=  8ethods and obBe!ti:es o7  this  study=  the
se!ond 7ollowing se!tion presents an o:er:iew o7 the networ? 8athe8ati!al 8easures
related  with  !o8ple;  networ?s  theories+  The  third  !hapter  will  gi:e  a  7irst  re:iew to
transportation networ?s together  with an o:er:iew o7  the  8ost !o88on aspe!ts that
!hara!teriCe su!h syste8s+ The e;isting s!ienti7i! literature about the e:aluation o7 the
robustness  o7  su!h syste8s will  lead  the  study  towards  the  new approa!h+  The last
!hapter  is  related  to  the  robustness  o7  networ?s=  presenting  8ethods  and e;tended
approa!hes in order to i8ple8ent all these parts in the tool+

The se!ond  se!tion  is  the  8ain  one  o7  the  thesis+  Dt  !ontains the  Time%net()or,
o:er:iew and des!ription= a!!ording to the obBe!ti:es presented in paragraph 1+E+ The
!hapter  will  present  the  F@TG@B/4!ta:e  appli!ation  in  all  its  parts=  7un!tions  and
algorith8s+

The last se!tion !ontains the test !ases o7 the 8ethodJ Berlin Transportation Networ?
L!hapter  si;M  represents  the  8ain  appli!ation  o7  the  designed  toolN  the  Oer8an
8etropolisP 8obility is !hara!terised by a !o8ple; 8i; o7 three transportation 8odes and
ser:i!es LQRbahn= SRbahn= Tegional TrainsM and a busy bus and tra8 syste8+ Uurther test
!ases will be presented= as air networ?s= railway ti8etables stability and railway stations
tra!? layout L!hapter se:enM+ The general :alidity and the use o7 the approa!h in other
!ases will be shown in this !hapter+

Con!lusions will be presented in the last !hapter= and a brie7 re:iew about the possible
upgrade o7 the tool= in order to get answers to di77erent transportation !ases+
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!h#$ter two. , the stru!ture o/ !o0$1ex networ4s 5

6  7er8  use/u1  !h#r#!teri:#tion  o/  the  to$o1ogi!#1  $ro$erties  o/  #  networ4  !#n  be
obt#ined with the  !e#ree%!i'tri)*tion%-.k0 >$#r.  1.1@.  Ahis $ro$ert8  is de/ined #s the
$rob#bi1it8 th#t # node !hosen #t r#ndo0 h#s degree k or #s the /r#!tion o/ nodes in the
gr#$h h#7ing degree k.

2.2.3 Shortest E#th Fengths #nd Di#0eter.

Ahe shortest $#th $1#8s # /und#0ent#1 ro1e in tr#ns$ort #nd !o00uni!#tion within #
networ4. Ht is use/u1 to re$resent #11 the shortest $#th 1engths o/ # gr#$h I #s # 0#trix !
in whi!h the entr8 1i2%is the 1ength o/ the geodesi! /ro0 node i to 2.%Ahe highest 7#1ue o/ 1i2
is !#11ed the !i4meter o/ the networ4. 6 0e#sure o/ the t8$i!#1 se$#r#tion between two
nodes is the so !#11ed #7er#ge or  674r48teri'ti8%-4t7%9en#t7J de/ined #s the 0e#n o/
shortest $#th 1engths o7er #11 !ou$1es o/ nodesK

9!
1

: !:"1#
$

i ; 2%: ; i& 2

1i2 . >2.2@

6s the re#der  wi11  noti!eJ  this wide18  #do$ted 0e#sure shows # $rob1e0 inside its
de/initionL  in  !#se  o/  dis!onne!ted  !o0$onents  o/  #  gr#$hJ  the  shortest  dist#n!e
between nonM!onne!ted nodes tends to #n in/inite 7#1ueJ #nd there/ore  9 di7erges. 6n
extended  de/inition  o/  dist#n!e  between  nodes  h#s  been  introdu!ed  >F#tor#  #nd
N#r!hioriJ 2001@ in order to #7oid this $rob1e0. Ahis wi11 be the to$i! o/ # re7iew 1#ter in
this !h#$ter be!#use o/ its i0$ort#n!e in weighted networ4s #n#18sis.

2.2.4 Q1ustering.

Ahe 8<*'terin#%8oe==i8ient is # t8$i!#1 $ro$ert8 o/ !onne!ted networ4s. Ht 0e#sures how
two nodes !onne!ted  with # third one #re #1so  !onne!ted  with e#!h other.  Ahe 1o!#1
!1ustering  !oe//i!ient  8i is  de/ined  #s  the  r#tio  between  the  nu0ber  o/  !onne!ted
neighbour  $#irs  o/ node  i %#nd  ki >ki M1@R2J  the 0#xi0u0 nu0ber  o/ edges in  Ii.  Ahe
!1ustering !oe//i!ient o/ I introdu!ed b8 S#tts #nd Strog#t: >1TT8@J h#s been de/ined #s
/o11owsK

6!'8(!
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i%:
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!n>8onne8te1nei#7)o*r ?4ir'#

k
i
!k
i
"1#/2

J >2.3@

#ndJ b8 de/initionJ 8%#nd 6 7#1ues r#nge /ro0 0 to 1 in !#se o/ # /u118 inter!onne!ted
gr#$h. Ahe de/inition >2.3@ is in /#7our o/ 7erti!es with 1ow degree be!#use o/ the /#!tor in
the deno0in#tor.

Ahe !orre!t  w#8 to  !#1!u1#te  the  #7er#ge $rob#bi1it8  o/  #  !onne!tion  between two
neighbours h#s been introdu!ed >New0#n et #1. 2001@ #nd de/ined #s /o11owsK
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!hapter two+ , the stru!ture o/ !omple2 networ4s 5

anal6se  real  networ4s+  This  led  to  a  large  attention  to  the  understanding  o/  the
development whi!h shaped the topolog6 o/ these networ4s< and to the design o/ new
models whi!h were able to !apture the d6nami!s a!ting in their inside+

>n the /ollowing paragraphs three networ4 models will be introdu!ed? random< small
world  and s!ale@/ree+  The last  two t6pologies o/  networ4s will  be  des!ribed  in  detail
Aa!!ording to this thesisB obCe!tivesD< while the /irst one will be brie/l6 presented in order
to provide a basi! overview o/ this mathemati!al model and o/ the elements needed to
understand the others+

E+F+G Handom Iraphs A!" modelD+

The Handom graph is one o/ the simplest and oldest models+ >t has been introdu!ed
almost JK 6ears ago ASolomono// and Hapoport< GMJGD and e2tensivel6 studied b6  the
/amous mathemati!ians Naul Ordos and Pl/rQd HQn6i A!" modelD AGMRKD+ The6 proposed a
model  to  generate random graphs b6  starting with a set o/  N verti!es and adding at
random  K edges  between  them at  with  probabilit6  #<  avoiding  multiple  !onne!tions$
Di//erent random graph models produ!e di//erent probabilit6 distributions on graphs+

This  4ind  o/ networ4  has  been  presented  be/ore  the  other  models  be!ause o/  its
importan!e in de/ining some basi!  /eatures and behaviours to be !ompared with the
ones related to small world and s!ale@/ree s6stems+  Due to their !onstru!tion< random
graphs are two/old pe!uliar? the6 have< in general< a low %&'()*+,-. %0*11,%,*-) value Apar+
E+E+TD and low %23+3%)*+,(),% #3)2 &*-.)2 value Apar+ E+E+FD+ There/ore these networ4s are
poor lo!al inter!onne!ted Alow  CD but at the same time the6 are ver6 !lose in terms o/
distan!es between nodes Alow LD+

E+F+E Sm3&& W0+&9 Networ4s A#S modelD+

The Vatts and StrogatW model A#SD is used to !onstru!t graphs starting /rom ordered
latti!es and random graphs with probabilit6 # Apar+ E+F+GD+ The model bases on a rewiring
pro!edure o/ edges !onne!tions+ The starting point is a N nodes ring< in whi!h ea!h node
is s6mmetri!all6 !onne!ted with its Em nearest neighbours /or a total o/ K : mN edges+
Xor ever6 node< ea!h lin4 !onne!ted with a !lo!4wise neighbour is rewired with a node
!hosen at random with a probabilit6 #$ Xor # Y G the model produ!es a random graph< /or
# Y K a regular latti!e+

Ps shown in Xigure E+F+G< there is a se!tion in the plot /or intermediate values o/ # in
whi!h  graphs  displa6  the  small  world  propert6  and  an  high  value  o/  the  !lustering
!oe//i!ient+ There are other pro!edures used to generate small world networ4s< but this
one is the most 4nown and adopted+

The small  world propert6  results /rom the immediate drop in  LA#D  as soon as  # is
slightl6  higher  than  K+  This  is  be!ause  the  rewiring  o/  lin4s  !reates  the  so  !alled
Zshort!uts[ whi!h !onne!t otherwise distant nodes+ This e//e!t is non@linear on L< and it
a//e!ts  not  onl6  the  nearest  neighbours  but  almost  all  the  edges  in  the  stru!ture+
\therwise< an edge redire!ted /rom a !lustered neighbour to another has in general a
linear e//e!t on C values+ Xor these reasons< the transition /rom a linear to a logarithmi!
behaviour in LA#D is /aster than the one asso!iated with C$ This leads to the !on/iguration
o/ a region o/ non@Weros values o/ # !orresponding to high values o/ C but low values o/ L+

EM



!ha$ter two+ , the stru!ture o/ !om$le2 networ4s 5

This 4ind o/ small world model generator is not the onl: one develo$ed over the last
/ew :ears< =athias and >o$al ?@AAAB anal:sed these s:stems as a result o/ a !om$etitive
minimiCation $rin!i$le whi!h ma: underla: the /ormation o/ su!h networ4s+

B: virtue o/ the aboveFmentioned de/initionG small world networ4s will inevitabl: have
high  re$resentation  o/  subFnetwor4s  !hara!teriCed  b:  the  $resen!e  o/  !onne!tions
between almost  an:  two nodes+  This  /ollows on the reHuirement o/  a  high !lustering
!oe//i!ient+ =oreoverG most $airs o/ nodes will be !onne!ted b: at least one short $ath+
This /ollows on the reHuirement that the meanFshortest $ath length should be small+ Is
shown b: Barrat and Jeigt ?@AAABG ! and " values /or a regular latti!e and /or a random
gra$h are e2$e!ted to beK

!regu'(r!
N

@ "* #
+ "regu'(r !

L $ "* #%@&

M $ "* #%N&
+ !r(nd!

ln $N&

ln $ "* #% N&
+ " r(nd!

"* #

N
+ ?@+OB

Small  world  networ4s  are  o/ten  !hara!teriCed  b:  having  some  nodes  with  higher
degree than others+ The: are !alled QhubsR and are res$onsible /or most o/ tra//i! and
!ommuni!ation through the s:stem+ These s$e!ial nodes have been studied not onl: /or
their degree $ro$ert:G but even /or their res$onsibilit: /or networ4 robustness+ In unusual
degree distribution a$$eared in networ4s with man: QhubsR nodes and led s!ientists to
de/ine  another  !om$le2  networ4  behaviour  whi!h  will  be  $resented  in  the  /ollowing
$aragra$h+

LA

.igure 2.3.15 "'ustering "oe99i:ient (nd "h(r(:teristi: <(th !ength in 9un:tion o9 the =rob(bi'it? o9
edges :onne:tions 9or the gr(=hs in  .igure 1.1.1. @s shown+  i9  the =rob(bi'it?  o9  the rewired
:onne:tions re(:hes 1+ the beh(Biour o9 the stru:ture is the one re'(ted to r(ndoC gr(=h D'ow "+
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2.3.3 !"#$%&'(%% Networks (BA model).

Until  few  years  the  scientific  literature  used  to  develop  and  study  models  of
homogeneous networks. This means that both the topology and the interactions through
a structure follow typical behaviours, such as regular graphs or random networks.

network ) * + , !

Routers 22E263 2.E0 H.I 0.03 2.1E

Knutella L0H 3.6 M.3 0.01M 2.1H

Metabolic LLE 3.2 L.M0 0.L 2.2O2.1

Protein 211I 6.E0 2.12 0.0L 2.M

e-mail IHE12 2.EE M.HI 0.03 1.IO2.0

Math1HHH ILI16 I.00 E.M6 0.1I 2.ML

-#.$% /012103/!4#$$/56($7/#87/!"#$%&'(%%/9(69%(:;%</6'/=%#$/)%:>6(*<1/-?%/@A#8:;:;%</4%#<A(%7
#(%B/(%<9%":;C%$D3/:?%/8A4.%(/6'/C%(:;"%</)B/:?%/#C%(#E%/7%E(%%/*B/"?#(#":%(;<:;"/9#:?/$%8E:?/+B
"$A<:%(;8E/"6%'';";%8: /,/#87/%F968%8:/6' /:?%/7%E(%%/7;<:(;.A:;681 /G$$ /8%:>6(*</#(%/A87;(%":%7B
%F"%9:/H%:#.6$;"/#87/%&4#;$/>?;"?/#(%/7;(%":%71/I8/:?%<%/"#<%</:?%/;8J6A:/7%E(%%/%F968%8:</#(%
<?6>81/KL6""#$%::;/!1B/+#:6(#/M1B/H6(%86/N1B/,?#C%O/H1B/P>#8E/Q1&R1/K0SSTU/V,649$%F/)%:>6(*<3
!:(A":A(%/#87/QD8#4;"<WB/X?D<;"</=%96(:<B/Y0YB/991/Z[\&2S]U1

Because of their homogeneity, almost all nodes are topologically eSuivalent, and their
node degree distribution is binomial or in most cases follows the Poisson law. Studying
real  networks  from the  available  databases,  instead  of  finding  degree  distributions
localiUed  around an average value,  helped in  finding that  most  of  the  real  networks
studied showed a power law distribution as follows:

X "* #$G*
%! , with exponents varying in the range 2&!&3 . (2.6)

Such networks have been called <"#$%&'(%% (Barabási and Albert, 1HHH) because the
power laws have the same shape and functional form at all scales. These networks result
in the simultaneous presence of few nodes (YhubsZ) linked to many others, and a large
number  of  poorly  connected  ones.  The  model  analysing  these  properties  has  been
developed by Barabási and Albert and it has been named BA model.

The model evolution led scientists to discover new laws for the growing process of such
systems, as [';:8%<<[ (Bianconi and Barabási, 2001) and [9(%'%(%8:;#$/#::#"?4%8:[ (Jeong
et  al.  2003)  behaviours,  which  take  into  account  the  natural  evolving  process  of
networks.  New nodes  are  more  likely  to  be  linked to  nodes with  a great  number  of
connections  or  more  [fitness[,  i.e.  some  characteristic  features  which  imply  some
advantages.

Table 2.3.2 shows some real world results obtained by analysing different kinds of
networks. Routers indicate the router level graph representation of the ]nternet, Knutella
is a peer-to-peer network,  the World Wide Web is a network formed by the hyperlinks
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between different Web pages. They all show the small world property because of their
values of ! and "# >oreover, they are characterized by a power law degree distribution as
the exponents show, i.e. they are scale-free.

The main theoretical aspects of these fundamental complex network models lead the
new  approach  on  natural  phenomena  towards  new  Buestions  related  to  this  thesis'
purposes  such  as:  “Is  there  some  kind  of  small  world  and  scale-free  behaviour  in
transportation networksG” and “Are there  some advantages in these architectures for
users and providers or for the network efficiencyG”J “Are they more tolerant of failures
and attacks than other  structuresG”.  Other  elements  are  needed in  order  to  build  a
complete  complex network  review of  such systems,  according  to  real  structures  and
mathematical models: these elements are Weighted Networks.

2.4 Weighted Networks.

Along with a complex topological structure, real networks display a large heterogeneity
in the capacity and intensity of the connections. In order to take into account these basic
aspects of the systems,  graphs leave their classic 'binary' structure to acBuire a more
complete one, the weighted networks (Parrat et al. 2004).  WS and #$ models could be
defined  and  analysed  as  weighted  as  well  (Sook  et  al.  2001  and  Dorogovtsev  and
>endes, 2004) taking into account the dynamics and the evolving structure of non-fixed
weights in these systems. According to this work's aims, the weights can be assigned as
representative  of  the  freBuency  of  services  characterizing  the  connections  in
communication and transportation systems, or the travel times between stations.

Parthélemy et al.  (2005) reviewed the metrics  combining  weighted  and topological
measures  to  characterize  the  statistical  properties  of  complex  weighted  networks.
According  to  the  notations  presented  in  par.  2.2.1,  weighted  networks  are  usually
described by a Weighted >atrix W($%&), in which every non-zero value is the corresponding
weight of the edge (Figure 2.2.1).

2.4.1 Node Strength and Weight Distributions.

The strength of a node % is defined as the sum of the weights of the edges incident with
the node in terms of its weighted matrix W as follows:

'%!!
&"(

$%& . (2.Z)

Similarly  to  node  degree  measures,  it  has  been  possible  to  characterize  complex
weighted networks by the distribution  )($)  with any given edge having weight  $.  The
strength  of  a  node  integrates  the  information  both  with  its  connectivity  and  the
importance of the weights of its links,  as a natural  generalization of the connectivity
(Parrat et al. 2004) to topology and weight dynamics.
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2.4.2 Weighted Clustering Coefficient.

Weighted networks need generalized measures which take into account the new level
of interactions between nodes. The clustering coefficient measure reviewed in par. 2.2.4
needs an extended definition in order to capture how much do the vertex neighbours
weigh. Saramäki et al. (2006) reviewed the main approaches developed in the last years
aiming at extending this fundamental measure to weighted networks. All formulations are
specified for single cases and can be used only for some particular purposes.

It would be more useful to have a more general measure which could help in defining if
a  !"#$%&"' network can be considered as small  world because of its stability and its
"((#)#"*)+ in communication between nodes.

2.5 Efficiency (,-.//0123/' Behaviour in Weighted Networks).

The  )%.3.)&"3#4&#)05.&%0/"*$&% and the  )/64&"3#*$0)2"((#)#"*& help the researchers in
modelling and defining some kinds of networks as small world and scale-free, laying the
foundations to understand their behaviour between order and randomness conditions.

The concept of "((#)#"*)+ of a network was firstly introduced as a 'connectivity length'
(Marchiori and Latora,  2000) and therefore (Latora and Marchiori,  2001) as a way of
considering  how  efficiently  information  are  exchanged  through  the  graph.  Using  this
concept, small world systems are seen as networks which are both globally and locally
efficient. This formula gives a clear physical meaning to the concept of small world, and
allows a precise quantitative analysis of unweighted and weighted networks. It is valid of
course  for  unweighted  networks but  more  generally  for  weighted  graphs (Latora and
Marchiori, 2003).

The extended approach needs almost the same elements of basic graph theory to be
described but with some changes: in this case a graph G needs two matrices to be fully
described: the adjacency matrix  A(.#7) and the matrix related to the weights associated
with the edges, called  T(&#7) because it can be related to travel times between nodes. In
general almost any kind of weight can be associated with the graphs elements, and in
general {&#780is supposed to be known even if nodes # and 7 are not connected (e.g. physical
distances).

In this case, {'#7} is calculated using information contained both in A and in T matrices,
and represents  the  smallest  sum of  travel  times  between  nodes  # and  7.  In  case  of
disconnected  nodes  (i.e.  there  is  no  path  between  them)  the  efficiency  !ij in  the
communication between vertices can be defined as the inverse of the shortest distance
(Formula (2.8)). When there is no path between two nodes '#7 0goes to " and therefore !ij

goes to 0.

9
$/:
!; "=

#
#$ 7%;

&
#7

<!<'1"
=

1

< !<'1"
#

# = 7%< =#$ 7

1

'#7

, 0(9 $/: !; "( 1 . (2.8)

In general 9 is the $/2:./0"((#)#"*)+ and it is normalized by taking into account the ideal
case in which the graph G has all the <(<-1)/2 possible edges. Although the equality 9 =
1 is valid when there is an edge between each couple of vertices,  real  networks can
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reach a high value of  !.  In the same way the  "#$%" &'((i$i'*$+ of  a network has been
defined and evaluated for each subgraph of the neighbours of i&as follows:

!
"#$
!,"=

#
i$,

! !,i "

N
. (2.@)

This quantity plays a similar role as  C &for unweighted networks. The local  efficiency
reveals how tolerant the system is, i.e. how efficient the communication between the first
neighbours of i&is&when the latter is removed.

The global  and the local  efficiency plays the same role as  L and  C,  respectively, to
describe weighted networks as small world. The fundamental difference between !1"2 and
L (or, more precisely 1FL) is that the first measure is the efficiency of a system where all
nodes in the network concurrently exchange information, while the second one measures
the efficiency when only one 'packet' of information goes along the network. Finally, it can
be shown that when in a graph most of its local subgraphs are not sparse, then C is a
good approximation of !"#$ in measuring how well local connected a graph is.

The definition of small world can now be generalised (Figure 2.5.1) in terms of the
information flow: small world networks have high values of !1"2&%*3&!"#$.

2.J Towards 56%*s7#68%8i#*&9$#:7"';<&N'8w#6>s.

In this chapter several new measures of network analysis have been presented along
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with new models of graphs which are able to describe the behaviour and the dynamics of
many real networks. These elements have to be improved and modified according to this
study's topics. In fact, one of the aims of this work is to define new elements to predict
the robustness and the efficiency of transportation networks under different hypothesis
of services.

The review of the actual  complex networks measures showed that  there are some
relative  simple  approaches  to  define  quantitatively  the  structural  properties  of  many
kinds of real networks.  WS and  BA models are approaches which give an overview of
typical networks structures which can be found analysing transportation networks. The
presence  of  hubs  nodes,  the  small  path  length  between  two  stations  and  the
interconnected  systems  are  only  some  of  the  possible  extension models  of  complex
measures according to this study.

In the following chapter the most recent studies on transportation networks robustness
will  be presented,  in order  to  give the  reader  the elements to compare  the  classical
methods with the new complex network approach. Classical approaches as well as some
recent  complex network studies on transportation  systems,  such as airport  networks,
railway networks and some urban transport systems will be describe. The approaches are
generally based on unweighted networks, and don't focus on many engineering aspects
such as travel and transfer times, frequencies of the services and modes of transports.
This thesis will try to fix and study these missing properties.
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international  symposia,  bringing researchers from all  over the world in three different
meetings,  to  join  new  approaches  on  this  research  field.  The  First  International
Symposium of Transport Network Reliability (INSTR) was held in Kyoto, Japan, in 2001,
and some of its proceedings have been collected by Bell and Iida (2003). These papers
cover  aspects of  transport  network reliability,  such as definitions and methodological
developments  for  reliability  indices,  behavioural  analyses  under  uncertainty,  and
evaluation methods for the disaster resistance of transport networks.  The second one
was held in Christchurch, New Zealand, during summer 2004, followed by INSTR2007 in
The Hague, Holland, in which the most recent analyses and studies on transportation
network reliability have been collected.

In the following paragraphs some of the most interesting and influential approaches on
transportation network reliability will be reviewed; they base on:

! Traveller's perception of reliability (route choice problem, game theory);

! Road networks (link weakness, risk evaluation, irregular performance);

! Railway networks (timetable stability);

! Air networks (scheduling reliability, still in development).

As shown, an urban network  robustness  measure is  missing  along  with  a general
approach on robustness defined as the development of a protection system of the critical
elements. These approaches help in defining a new method enclosing various measures
of vulnerability, stability and robustness to be applied in the study of a single or mixed
mode transportation network.

3.3.1 Traveller's Perception of Reliability.

The traveller's  perception  of  reliability and robustness of  the  system is  one of the
fundamental research topic in this field.  It has been the subject of Bogers and Van Lint
(2007) study. They discovered a measure of reliability  perception affecting in the best
way the route choice problem and taking into account both the variability of decisions
and travel information.

A new approach based on a game theory has been introduced by Bell  (2000),  who
changed the view of reliability from a user perspective, taking into account the expected
trip cost. Considering a typical game on Nash Equilibrium, the author defined a network
reliable  “[...]  if  the  expected  trip  cost  is  acceptable  even  when  users  are  extremely
pessimistic about the state of the network”.

The same approach  has  been further  developed by  Murray-Tuite  and Mahmassani
(2004),  who modelled  a game between an "evil  entity"  and the  traffic  management
agency.  The vulnerability  index accounts for the  availability  of  alternate paths,  excess
capacity,  and  travel  time.  The  vulnerability  indices  are  aggregated  across  all  origin-
destination pairs into the disruption index.

Moreover, in a more recent paper (Jenelius, 2007), the social point of view of a road
closure is extended to a model which does not assume that the users immediately find
new optimal routes after a disruption. During this period of information spreading, there
is a transition from a sub-optimal situation to a new equilibrium.
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robustness  and  reliability  of  the  railway  network.  Nowadays,  analyses  on stability  of
timetables have been conducted in two different directions: the one related to simulation
analysis and optimisation of the traffic and the one referred to analytical approaches to
infrastructure and timetable characteristics.

Reliability in timetable railway networks is one of the key factors of this transportation
mode, both for passengers and for cargo. Vromans (2005) proposed a way to increase
the reliability reducing the propagation of delays due to the interdependencies between
trains using  an intense simulation  of  the  network.  F  new timetable stability  analysis
approach, based on Gax-Plus Flgebra, can be found in Joverde (2005); using statistical
data of  train  delays,  the  author  implemented several  algorithms in order  to evaluate
network stability in the capacity allocation process and to minimiLe delay propagation.

3.3.N Fir Networks.

Fir networks robustness is a relatively new field in transportation research. In the last
years very few studies have been developed on this topic, due to the particular structure
of its network which, differently from the others, is not characteriLed by a real physical
infrastructure  to  be covered with.  Por  this reason the  research  in this  field  has only
focused only on scheduling reliability, in particular on understanding choices of networks
and schedules by a profit maximiLing airline. QNetworkQ is defined as the routing pattern
for planes and QscheduleQ as the frequency of services between cities and the amount of
time scheduled to assure on-time arrival.

Other methods have been developed in order to improve the operational reliability of
airway schedules using simulation algorithms.

Fs regards the robustness of flights' routing through assigned paths, research is at the
very beginning.

Recent discoveries in the field of complex network science allowed the development of
an easiest analysis of the system under the profile of the reliability in case of attacks or
breakdowns at one or more of its paths.

3.N Uiterature Review: small world and scale-free approaches.

Vlassical theories about the robustness of transportation networks do not base on a
'network' approach, in which every single element of the system is considered because of
its  importance  in  the  global  behaviour  and  dynamics.  Small  world  and  scale-free
networks models can help in studying the robustness of a system by means of their well
known  degree  distribution  and  therefore  of  their  efficiency,  i.e.  the  well-defined
communication activity between nodes.

The literature in this field applied on transportation networks is developing thanks to
many studies which try to give answers to simple properties of such systems, in particular
under a topological and a structural approach.

In  this  paragraph  the  more  interesting  works  related  to  transportation  networks
analysis  will  be  presented  using  small  world,  scale-free  and other  complex networks
measures. They have been classified in three different categories:
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Static and dynamic robustness in s!"##$%&r#( and s*"#+,-r++ networks.
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4.1 Overview on Importance Measures.

In  the  previous  chapter  a  classical  and  a  new  approaches  to  the  analysis  of
transportation  networks  have  been  introduced.  Both  models  aim  at  to  defining  the
networks  behaviour  under  different  hypotheses  of  structural  topology  and  degree
distribution. One of the main purposes of complex network research is to define the role
of every single element of the network in the global economy of the system. Therefore
finding the most critical elements of a system from a functional point of view represents
the right way to measure how well-designed the network is and how robust it is in order to
protect itself against failures or deliberate attacks.

Small world and scale-free models are able to represent the real networks behaviour,
both structural and related to their dynamics (Albert et al. 2000).

The identification and protection of the critical components of a given communication-
transportation network should be the first concern in order to reduce the consequences
of accidental or terrorist attack (Oatora and Marchiori, 2005).

Some measures and indicators of the functionality are needed in order to study how a
network is affected when vertices or edges are damaged. Moreover, models are needed
to represent the possible hostile attacks aiming at finding the right way to protect the
system  or  reduce  the  impact  on  the  global  functionality.  There  are  two  robustness
categories (s0"0i* and (<4"!i*) and related measuresQ

! s0"0i*, i.e. there is no redistribution of flows through the network after the removal of

an element (centrality measures, efficiency, performance);

! (<4"!i* refers to the opposite case in which the process of redistribution should be
taken into account (cascading failures models).

4.2 The Robustness of -.(and /0 Models.

Static tolerance of errors (or random failures) is defined as the ability of the system to
maintain its connectivity after a random deletion of a fraction f of its nodes or edges.
Moreover, the tolerance grade can be evaluated when the deletion process is targeted to
a particular class of elements (e.g. the most connected nodes).

The robustness of many kinds of real networks has been studied  (Tolme and Kim,
2002) along with their response to attacks. Both s!"##$%&r#( and s*"#+,-r++ networks are
generally very robust to failures and attacks, despite their differences in structure and
degree distributions. Both models commonly show the behaviour according to which two
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the topology and to the behaviour in terms of efficient communication between vertices.
These measures have been used to  define  how important  a person is in  a social

network or, in the theory of space syntax, how important a room is in a building or how
used a road is in an urban network. In order to extend the complex network approach
from natural  phenomena to transportation networks,  centrality quantifies for instance
how many shortest paths (topological  or related to travel time) are passing through a
station, the 'load' of a path or of a node or how many running entities (trains, buses, etc.)
can fill the physical infrastructure according to its capacity.

The  main  centrality  measures  used  in  networks  analyses  are  degree  centrality,
betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and information centrality. Degree centrality
is the simplest of the above-mentioned quantities. It's related to the number of incident
links in a node, and therefore to node degree evaluation. In this study this last quantity
will be used instead of the corresponding central one.

4.3.G Hetweenness Centrality (CH).

The most used measure of centrality was introduced at the end of the '70s (Freeman,
GM77, GM7M) in order to measure to what extent a vertex can play the role of intermediary
in the interaction between the others. As it could be noticed from its name, betweenness
tries  to  answer  the  questionO  PQhich  element  is  more  important  in  communication
between others in function of the number of shortest paths passing through themRS. The
underlaying idea is that an element is central if it stays between many shortest paths.

If njk and njk(i) are respectively the number of shortest paths linking two nodes j and k
and including the element  i,  the betweenness centrality  CBi of a node  i is defined as
followsO

CB
i
=
!

j"k#G

n
jk
$ i %"n

jk

$N&G% $N&2%
. (4.G)

Bi  shows values ranging from 0 to G, and it reaches the maximum value when all the
shortest paths in the graph pass through node i. The original measure has been modified
so far to take into account more constraints and different real cases.

4.3.2 Closeness Centrality (CC).

The idea related to this measure is that a node (or an element) can be defined as
central because it is  near other elements. Freeman (GM7M) proposed a global measure
derived from closeness related to the distances between various points. In this approach
to centrality, an element of the network is  central if it can quickly interact with all the
others, not only with its first neighbours.

CCi=$Li%
&G=

N&G

!
j#G

d
ij
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in a certain period of time.

4.4.2 Attack Strategies.

For the study of network robustness,  the selection procedure of the order in which
vertices are removed is an open choice. The method maximizes the destructive effect at
any fixed number of removed elements. Dowever, this plan reEuires the knowledge of the
whole network structure and it is very time computational expensive.

A more tractable choice is to select the nodes to be removed according to their number
of connections or betweenness centrality values, in descending order. Classical  attack
models may be divided into two categories, according to Dolme and Kim (2002) and to
the static and dynamic approaches to robustness (par. 4.1)L

! static robustness.

! INITIAO PEGSEE PISTSIBUTION (ID removal);

! INITIAO BETXEENNESS PISTSIBUTION (IB removal).

! dynamic robustness.

! SECAOCUOATEP BETXEENNESS PISTSIBUTION ($B removal).

The second category takes into account that the network structure changes according
to  the  number  of  vertices  removed,  thus  leading  to  different  distributions  of  the
betweenness. This fact is related to dynamic strategies, and therefore the analysis should
measure the tolerance of cascading failures.

4.5 Tolerance of Cascading Failures.

The dynamic robustness is related to the distribution of flows (information, travel times
etc.) after a removal of a failure in a single node. A model for cascading failures has been
proposed (Crucitti et al. 2004) in order to show how the breakdown of a single node is
sufficient to  make the entire system collapse simply because of the  redistribution of
flows in the network.

Each node is characterized by a given capacity to manage the traffic. In the initial state
the load in each node is smaller than its capacity. The removal (or a failure) of a node
changes the flows in the network and leads to a redistribution of loads to other nodes. If
the capacity of these nodes can not handle the extra load this will be redistributed in
turn,  triggering  a  cascade  of  overload  failures  and  a  large  drop  of  the  network
performance.  Cascading  failures  have been observed  in  many real  systems,  like  the
Internet  or  the  electrical  power  grids.  Overloaded  nodes  are  not  removed  from the
network,  and the damage caused by a cascade is Euantified in terms of decrease of
network efficiency (par. 2.5).

The model takes into account the common graph theory indications introduced in par.
2.2.1, considering, at the instant t = 0, that all the transmissions running normally and
therefore all the non-zeros elements of the ad\acency matrix are set  ai\ = 1. The Ooad
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5.2 LA9ERS (infrastructure): input data.

Infrastructural constraints are taken into account in !" as first input data. The physical
structure of urban transport networks is available in the common databases of almost all
transport providers. It is a wellHknown instrument which allows the users to know exactly
their position in the network, offering a global view of all stationsL positions, names and
layout. This is the first sight of a typical transportation network. Figure 5.2.1 represents
the infrastructural !ayers (1 and 2) of the urban rail network of Berlin. It consists of P UH
Bahn (U), 1R SHBahn (S), 14 Regional Bahn (B) rail lines along with 15 TetroBus (mB)
and P TetroTram (mT) street lines operating throughout the city.

From a mathematical point of view, these structures can be easily implemented as one
or more graphs consisting of the same number of nodes and stations belonging to a
single  !ayer and  the  same  number  of  edges  and connections  between its  stations.
Therefore a !" user in this first input section has to:

! identify  the  different  infrastructural  !ayers to  be  modelled,  stations  (nodes),
connections (edges) and the different lines operating in the network. Lines have been
modelled by a vector LINE(i) / Vs1, s2, ..., snW where i values range from 1 to the total
number of lines (! and  n is the number of stations on a single line, in consecutive
order;

! implement a database of all stations (nodes) names for an easy identification of the

components, paying particular attention to the nodes common to multiple lines or
!ayers* Every station is identified both by its name and by a particular ID number of
the nodes in the !ayer system, i.e. stations have to be numbered consequently from

5R

,i-ure /*0*12 !34567* 8n9rastructura< <e=e<s2 >er<in ?@ 7@ 6e-iona< >aBn C1DE >us and Gram urban
system C0D* Jo<oured <ines represent bus and tram LBi<e tBe -rey ones are re<ated to tBe ?@ 7 and
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1 to  !L even if one of these elements belongs to multiple lines. Moreover, another
database can contain the local coordinates of the stations in the layout in order to
obtain useful output formats.

5.@ ABTDOFGH (topology J travel time J frequency): input data.

!$t&o()* take into account the mathematical description of  Lay$(* structures. Once
assigned nodes  and  connections,  the  infrastructural  Lay$(* can  now be  defined  as
!$t&o()* with their own graph representation. In this case graphs are  undirected (par.
2.2.1) because of the transportation hypothesis of return services. The obtained graphs
can be both unweighted (representing only the topological structure of the network) and
weighted.  In  this  last  case  the  user  has  to  define  some  measures  related  to
transportation topics to be associated with the edges.

The tool has been developed using both MPTLPR and Octave codes, due to their matrix
approach to analyses. The program works well with huge matrices and in particular with
the so called TsparseT matrices, i.e. a matrix populated primarily with zeros. Hparse data
are  by  nature  easily  compressed,  and  this  compression  results  almost  always  in
significantly less memory usage. Vigure 5.@.1 represents the sparse matrix related to the
network  consisting  of  the  W-Rahn  and  the  H-Rahn  lines  of  Rerlin.  The  symmetric
adjacency matrix will be stored in the tool memory as a vector consisting of the positions
of every non-zero  value.  Therefore  !$t&o()* of  Rerlin is a  weighted undirected graph
which can be represented by means of two ! x ! square matrices:

• !(aij)  Z  a/jac$1cy  2at(i3[  its entries  aij have value 1 if  a  station is  connected to

another one by a direct connection, 0 otherwise. Ry definition the diagonal of this
matrix  contains  only  zeros.  "= built  this  matrix  starting  from  the  vector  LIAB(i)
obtained in the previous input phase.

5]
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! !(mi#)  7  weighted  multiple  matrix;  in  case  of  multiple  connections  between  two

nodes,  i.e.  more  lines passing through common stations,  the  adjacency  matrix  "
changes its form into a weighted matrix  !.  This mathematical structure takes into
account the amount of multiple connections between two stations. This approach will
be reviewed later in the  Spaces section,  because it  is  related to services.  As the
adjacency matrix, #$%needs the vector LINE(i) to build the weighted multiple matrix.

! #(ti#) 7  weighted time matrix; this matrix entries represent the travel times between
every two nodes in the graph, i.e. its elements ti#  have non-Jeros values corresponding
to the travel times (in minutes) between station i  and #. Another vector called TIME(i)
= Lst1, st2, ..., stnO is necessary in order to build the matrix. Its elements contain travel
times between stations for each line;

! &(fi#)  7  weighted  frequency  matrix;  this  matrix  entries represent  the  frePuency  of

services (in minutes) between every two nodes in the graph, i.e. its elements fi#  take
non-Jero values corresponding to the frePuency of services between station i  and #.
The vector in this case is called FRESTENCY(i) = Lsf1, sf2, ..., sfnO. Its elements contain
the frePuency of services between every two stations for each line.

",  !,  # and  & matrices contains the basic information for  #$ first analysis;  the tool
extract from these structure the topological characteristics of the network and the first
basis for a time-related study.

5.X SPACES (services [ timetable): input data.

In addition to the standard characteristics  of complex networks like the number of
nearest  neighbours,  shortest  path  length  and  clustering  coefficients,  in  a  real
transportation  network  several  typical  new  features  can  be  observed,  due  to  the
geographic  space  represented  by  the  urban  structure.  As  reported  in  the  previous
paragraph (Figure 5.].1) several routes share streets or track in the same sePuence of
stations. While other real networks show similar behaviour (neurones, link cables), this
feature has been studied in detail (Von Ferber et al. 2007).

Spaces is the  last typical  Time=net.work structure,  and it  is strongly related  to  the
services running on different  Layers.  They are a particular graph representation for a
given network and, as it will be shown in the results (chapter six) each Space can be
easily associated with a particular network model, as '( and )". This means that the
considerations about efficiency, stability and robustness of such structures can be easily
extended to this study if some natural modifications are made. This extended definition
of Networks takes into account several scenarios (Figure 5.X.1):

! (*+,-%./%(0+01.23%4(*(56

This space is strongly related to the physical structure of the network and, as the
results will show it, can be modelled by means of a  scale-free network, in which
stations are connected by a number of edges corresponding to the amount  of
different services they share.

5b
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Figure  5.?.1:  S8A5ES.  A  simple  scheme  of  a  network  consisting  of  five  stations  and  three
operating lines. The blue line operates between stations Ge, d, b, cI, without stopping at station b;
the red line between stations Ge, d, b, aI without stopping at d, while the black one through Ga, b,
cI stopping at  all  stations (SpS).  In the Space of  Stops (SpST) only  the effective stops of the
services  are  reported.  The last  Space  of  5hanges (Sp5)  represents  the  number  of  changes
between lines at stations.
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networks with a power law degree distribution. As shown in the outputs taken from a first
analysis of some Berlin Layers, (Table 5.5.1) small world networks can have scale-free
degree distributions while !" model elements, due to their architecture, are not so close
to each other (Flemm and Gguiluz, IJJI).
!"#$%&$'()*+, procedures  focused  on  these  systems  and  on  their  robustness

characteristics.  Kn fact,  -$&'+./"'01#$.23+$2 (par.  L.3) have been introduced in order to
attach more NimportanceN to some elements than to others in the network in function.
!"#$%&$'()*+, outputs are able to catch several correlations between statistical and

centrality measures connected with  ",  #,  $ and  % matrices. Typical formats have been
implemented  in  order  to  extract  from all  4$')*+,2 and  from all  different  56.-$2 of
analysis:

! Qegree distributions (,)R
! Qegree S Trobability distributions (,, T(,))R
! Qegree S Betweenness correlation (,, 78).

The same approaches have been conducted by means of the weighted matrices, in
order to get information about strength (par. I.L.1) and its relative distributions:

UJ

9.0$+
56.-$ of Stations (SpS) 56.-$ of Stops (SpST) 56.-$ of Whanges (SpW)

4 9 7 4 9 7 4 9 7

U 1YJ 1L.UZ J.JJU 1YJ 1L.LY J.JJU 1YJ I.J5 J.[LZ

S 1UL IL.I[ J.J1Y 1UL 13.LY J.J1Y 1UL 1.[U J.Z3Z

US 3JU 1Z.IY J.JJ5 3JU 1I.5Y J.JJ5 3JU I.13 J.ZU3

USB 3JU 11.3L J.J1Y 3JU Z.35 J.J1Y 3JU I.1I J.Z5Y

!.:/$ 1;(;(<=17*#6/$>1&$')*+,21#$.23+$21*? 1@"??$+$&' 1 /.0$+21.&@126.-$21*?1AB151.&@1C$D"*&./
8.E&1*?18$+/"&(1!E"21'.:/$12E*)21'E$1&3#:$+1*?1&*@$21*?1'E$1/.0$+21F4G1.&@1'E$1-*++$26*&@"&D
H./3$21*?1'E$1-E.+.-'$+"2'"-16.'E1/$&D'E1F9G1.&@1*?1'E$1-/32'$+"&D1-*$??"-"$&'1F71G(1I"D3+$21.:*H$
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! Strength distri9utions ;s<=

! Strength > ?ro9a9ility distri9utions ;sB ?;s<<=

! Strength > Cetweenness ;weighted< correlation ;sB C#w<.

The Cetweenness ;weighted< measure has 9een defined as the pre+ious one 9ut with
some extended considerations.  Ff  s%k and s%k;i< are respecti+ely the num9er of shortest
time paths linking two nodes % and k and the same including element iB the 9etweenness
;weighted< centrality C#wi of a node i has 9een defined as followsG

C#w
i
=
!

%"k#(

s%k $ i %#s %k

$N&H%$N&I%
. ;J.H<

Kormula ;J.H< contains timeLrelated shortest pathsB  and it  refers only to the ser+ice
point of +iew. Nodes with high C#w represent stations crossed 9y the highest num9er of
shortest time paths within the network.

NegreeOstrength > 9etweenness plots ha+e 9een implemented in order to get some
9asic information  a9out  the  ro9ustness of  the  transportation  network.  Putputs show
which nodesB despite their apparently high importanceB are not fundamental in the glo9al
dynamics of the system.

Cianconi ;IQQJ< showed a weight > topology correlation in some real networks in case
of  increasing  weights  due  to  the  esta9lishment  of  new  connections.  CesidesB  the
following  results  a9out  Cerlin  transportation  network  will  show  a  static  correlation
9etween the physical structure of the network and the timeLrelated characteristics.

J.R Sfficiency of Scheduled Ser+ices ;!SS<.

The  efficiency  of  a  network  has  9een  pre+iously  defined  as  the  a9ility  in
communicating  and  in  exchanging  information  9etween  nodes.  The  concept  of
TFnformationT has to 9e extended to this studyB and in particular it has to 9e related to the
scheduled planning of a transportation network.

Ft is common to e+aluate a normaliUed +alue of the efficiency of a network ;par.  I.J<
9ecause of the necessity of an homogeneous measure for different networks. Fn general
it has 9een normaliUed 9y the corresponding +alue of a complete ideal network in which
e+ery node is directly connected with the others. This assumption is correct in case of
topological  networksB while the same can 9e too restricti+e considering the scheduled
ser+ices of a ur9an transportation network.

Kor these reasonsB in the following paragraphs an extended definition of efficiency for
timeLrelated systems will 9e introduced. Ft will 9e compared to a typical Le+el of Ser+ice
approach in order to take into account a common measure which is largely adopted in
road capacity analysis.

Ft  will  answer  the  questionG  *+ow  many  and  which  elements  of  the  network  are
fundamental to guarantee a desired Level of Service in case of failures or attacks?@, and
it will 9e defined as Efficiency of Scheduled Services ;!SS<.

RH
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5.6.1 8evel of Service.

8evel of Service (8oS) is >a performance indicator of a traveller@s satisfaction with the
tripA, as indicate in the Cighway Capacity Ganual (CCG, 2000). The concept of 8evel of
Service uses Lualitative measures characterizing operational conditions within a traffic
stream and their perception by users or passengers. The description of individual 8oS
characterize these conditions in terms of factors such as speed and travel times, traffic
interruptions,  comfort  and  convenience.  CCG  indications  are  only  related  to  urban
streets, road capacity, bicycles and pedestrians analysis.

The Cighway Capacity Ganual and AASCTP -Reometric Design of Cighways and Streets
(TRreen BookT) list the following 8evels of Service in function of the flow characteristics on
the streets:

! A = Wree flow;

! B = Yeasonably free flow;

! C = Stable flow;
! D = Approaching unstable flow;

! E = Unstable flow;

! W = Worced or breakdown flow.

An extended definition of 8oS related to the efficiency definition of a complex urban
transportation network should be introduced in order to achieve better knowledge in this
research  topic.  Pnly  few  studies  have  been developed so  far  in  order  to  extend  the
concept of 8evel of Service to urban transportation networks; ]ang et al. (2000) took into
account P^D pairs in a flow eLuilibrium within a network, while Kacem and Dridi (2004)
tried to maximize the level of service for all passengers by minimizing waiting times at
stops and transit times in connecting nodes.

The  8evel  of  Service  characterizes  the  operating  conditions  in  terms  of  traffic
performance  measures  related  to  travel  time,  traffic  interruptions,  comfort  and
convenience.  Therefore the definition of the above-mentioned six 8oS (A to W) can be
reasonably extended with the help of  another measure  which takes into account the
decrease in the network efficiency caused by the deactivation of one or more elements in
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Figure 5.6.2: Time=net.work work scheme. On the left input phases are represented; on the right
output analyses. The tool build the necessary matrices and evaluates the characteristics related
to Layers, Networks and Spaces in order to assign output results to each level of analysis.
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because of the importance of a breakdown in a fixed element than in a street.
The main part of  !"#$%&$'()*+, consists of the procedures to model and verify the

robustness of  !" and  #$ networks in case of failures or attacks.  The tool  uses the
concepts of efficiency (unweighted) and %"" to characteri@ed the properties of scaleAfree
and  small  world  transportation  networks,  in  order  to  study  their  error  and  attack
tolerance. The efficiency of scheduled services allows to take into account also the nonA
connected  nodes  in  the  global  behaviour  of  the  system  and  therefore  it  is  a  good
measure to evaluate the tolerance and the robustness of the network in case of missing
connections.
!"#$%&$'()*+, takes into account and models the removal of nodes chosen at random

and the removal of the most connected nodes. Coreover, as shown in par.  D.D, beyond
classical  removal  strategies,  new  analyses  can  be  implemented  in  order  to  get
information about the behaviour of the system in case of attacks on particular network
points, i.e. those with high degree of Eetweenness.
!"#$%&$'()*+,-implemented both .'/'"0 and 12&/#"0 robustness routines. Fn order to

simulate an attack of the first category the tool operates with an initial removal of the
most connected nodes, and it keeps on selecting and removing elements in decreasing
order  of  their  connectivity  , -(&' removal). The  same  approach  has  been  conducted
replacing the connectivity with the betweenness (&# removal).

Eesides,  12&/#"0 robustness  needs  a  recalculated  process  of  the  above
characteristics. Fn particular, the tool has implemented the cascading failures model (par.
D.5) in order to recalculate the betweenness ((# removal), in case of an initial attack on
the most connected nodes.  The removal  of  a node in general  increases the distance
between  the  remaining  nodes,  because  it  can  delete  paths thus  contributing  to  the
connectivity of the system.

5.H )*+,-.,/0123456Summary and Jutput Data.

Figure 5.6.N shows an overview of !"#$%&$'()*+, procedures and output results. The
tool  needs some input information in order to analyse the robustness of a  particular
transportation network.  Fnputs are vectors representing the succession of stations on
lines  (LFPE),  the  travel  times between stations  (TFCE) and the  frequency  of  services
(FSETUEPVW).
!"#$%&$'()*+, has  been  able  to  build  the  necessary  matrices  to  operate  several

analyses  related  to  statistical  properties,  to  efficiency  and  to  the  robustness  of  the
network. 3/2$+., 4$')*+,. and S6/0$. allow the user to get information about the aboveA
mentioned properties.

Xs shown in  Figure 5.H.1, several  output formats and data are available.  Xs briefly
reviewed in the first introductory chapter, over the last few years many complex network
analysis tools have been developed because of the increasing interest in studying and
applying such theories to  real  world networks.  Despite weighted analyses are not yet
available, several tools can help in visuali@ing large networks data and in analysing their
statistical properties.

Fn the meantime, !"#$%&$'()*+, exports input data (LFPE, TFCE, FSETUEPVW vectors,
$, 7, ) and 8 matrices) in three different output formats:

! 0.19. This format is based on text format files and requires both the list of nodes
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Fi89re  :6;6<=  Time5net6$or'  $or'  o9tp9t file  s,-eme6  T-e tool  eAports  inp9t  data  in  seCeral
formats in order to *e f9rt-er analysed and Cis9alised *y ,ommon net$or' analysis tools6
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-S and B0 time.related analysis of a comple5 urban network.

!"#$%"&%'%()'"*
+',$&%(-$%./(/)$%(-$%0'&(
1$'2$&%34/%&('*5"*6%"*%(-$%&('("4*
74/)%.'8$%0)$&&$5%/0%'6'"*&(%(-$%69'&&

;2. =oo Station.

6.@ Overview.

Since  the  fall  of  The  Eall  FNovember  Hth,  @HJHK,  the  #erlin  urban  transportation
network plays the role of carrying millions of people every year throughout the German
capital and its surroundings. Nt consists of underground F;.#ahnK, tram, bus networks and
a regional train system FS.#ahn, Oegional #ahnK. The  :$)9"*$)%;$),$-)&<$()"$<$ F#erlin
Transportation CompanyK  manages the  #erlin ;.#ahn,  the  #erlin  =()'>$*<'-* %FtramK,
and  the  #erlin  bus  network,  as  well  as  several  ferry  lines.  The  generally.used
abbreviation,  #QG,  comes from its  former  name,  :$)9"*$)%;$),$-)&%?,("$*6$&$99&8-'.(
F#erlin Transport CorporationK. The #QG also took part in the #erlin R.#ahn proSect in the
@HJTs until the beginning of the @HHTs. The proSect was stopped because of the fall of
the #erlin Eall.  Nt  was also responsible for the #erlin S.#ahn of Eest #erlin between
@HJU and the est of establishment of the Veutsche #ahn WG in @HHU. The S.#ahn is
currently managed by the S.#ahn #erlin GmbX.

This chapter stars with a brief overview of the #erlin transport systems FWttachments
T@,  T2K  and  of  some  actual  e5pansion  proSects.  Therefore  the  results  of  the  urban
transportation network will be presented, both from a topological and from a time.related
point of view. The main part of the results refers to the #erlin network and its timetable
stands in Ray 2TTY.

6.2 #erlin Transportation Network.

The Layers taken into account and analysed in !"#$=*$(AB4), are the following:

! The #erlin 12Bahn. Nt is a maSor part of the public transport system of the German
capital. Opened in @HT2, the ;.#ahn serves @YT stations spread across H lines,
with a total track length of @5@,Y kilometres, about JT] underground. Trains run
every two to five minutes during peak hours, and every seven to twelve minutes for
the rest of the day^ they travel @_2 million km carrying UTT million passengers
over the year. The entire system is maintained and operated by the #QG.
Vesigned to alleviate the traffic flow to and from central #erlin, the ;.#ahn rapidly
e5panded until the city was divided into East and Eest #erlin at the end of Eorld
Ear NN. Wlthough the system initially remained open to residents of both sides, the
construction of the #erlin Eall  and the subseauent restrictions imposed by the
East  German government  limited  travel  across the  border:  East  Germans were
prevented from riding on the ;.#ahn into Eest #erlin^ while Eest Germans were
permitted to use certain lines running through East Germany, but they were not

6H
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allowed to change train. The system was reopened completely after the fall of the
Berlin Wall and the German reunification.
In 2007 the Berlin U-Bahn is the most extensive underground network in Germany.
It was thoroughly modernized after years of neglect during the Cold War and now it
is the main transportation mode of the capital.

! The Berlin S"B$%n. It is a rapid transit system operated by S-Bahn Berlin GmbH, a

subsidiary of the Deutsche Bahn. The Berlin S-Bahn consists of 16 lines and is
integrated  with  the  underground U-Bahn  to  form the backbone of  Berlin  rapid
transport system. Although the S and U-Bahn are part of a unified fare system,
they have different operators: in fact, as said before, the U-Bahn is run by BVG, the
main public transit company for the city of Berlin.
The S-Bahn routes consist of three core lines: a central, elevated east-west line
(die  Stadt(a)n),  a  central,  mostly  underground north-south  line  (die  Nord.S/d
0a)n), and a circular, elevated line (die 1in2(a)n). Geographically the  1in2(a)n
takes the form of a dog's head and it is colloquially named 34ndekop7, meaning
dog's head. Suburban routes radiate out from the 1in2(a)n in all directions.

! Re)ion$, (RB) and E./re11 (RE)  B$%n network consists of medium distance train
lines which connect Berlin surroundings with the city centre. Regional Bahn trains
usually stop at all stations on a given line, with the exception of RB trains within S-
Bahn networks which may only  stop at selected stations.  They rank below the
Regional Express trains, which stops only at the major stations of a route.
Thirty lines have been planned thorough all  the  Brandenburg Region (including
regional  services  not  defined  as  'RB'  or  'RE').  However  only  14  of  them pass
throughout Berlin. These are the lines considered in the following analysis because
they play an important role in the urban transport system.

! 2etro4et5 was launched by BVG on 12 December 2004 to re-model the tram and

bus network and to create 24 metroTram and metroBus lines covering parts of the
city which were not served by S-Bahn or U-Bahn lines. MetroTram network covers
almost all the Eastern part of the city, while metroBus services connect West and
South Berlin with the city centre.

In the result outputs, Layers will be presented with the following notations:

! U – U-Bahn;

! S – S-Bahn;

! B – Regional and Express Bahn;

! mT – metroTram;
! mB – metroBus.

On May  26th  2006 the new Berlin  3a4pt(a)n)o7 (Central  Station)  opened to  long
distance trains after the completion of the 'North – South' railway tunnel under the city
centre  from  ;es4nd(r4nnen station  through  3a4pt(a)n)o7< =otsdamer  =?at@ to
S/dkre4@ station. The new station in central Berlin modified the existing paths between
the  urban  transport  systems,  because  travellers  could  take  advantage  of  the  new
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Regional trains passing through the city as a urban underground network.
No further network expansion is planned in Berlin so far, but one new underground line

(U@@) which is still  under construction, which will connect the new  !auptbahnhof with
+lexander Plat3, in East Berlin, passing under the headCuarters (4egierungsviertel9 of the
Derman capital. The first section of the new line (!auptbahnhof : ;randerburger Tor9=
still under construction, should start operations in GHHI or GHHJ.

6.L Modelling !" and #A Transportation Networks.

Time=net.work models take into account the previously introduced structures (Cayers,
Networks, Fpaces) in order to find common principles which may link real transportation
networks to the most common studied complex structures:  small world and  scaleHfree
networks.  In  Table @.@.Q some results related to U, B and Regional Bahn Layers have
been presented. Table 6.L.Q shows the evaluation of the characteristic path length C and
the clustering coefficient  I along with the  corresponding values obtained for random
graphs (par. G.L.G) with the same number of nodes.

Layer
SpS SpST SpC

C I Cr Ir C I Cr Ir C I Cr Ir

U QU.6I H.HHI LL.6I H.HQU QU.UV H.HH6 L6.HJ H.HQL G.HU H.JUI Q.@@ H.Q66

S GU.JG H.HQV U.IH H.HGU QL.UU H.HQV QJ.Q6 H.HQU Q.J6 H.ILI Q.LH H.LHI

US QI.GV H.HH6 6.JU H.HQQ QG.@V H.HH@ QV.LH H.HHI G.QL H.I6L Q.@L H.QUH

USB QQ.LU H.HQV @.JI H.HQG I.L@ H.HQV QQ.66 H.HHJ G.QG H.I@L Q.@G H.QUU

USBmT QH.@L H.HLQ @.LL H.HQG I.HG H.HLQ I.I6 H.HHJ G.QQ H.IQI Q.@G H.QLU

USBmB J.6V H.H@V @.H@ H.HQL V.UV H.H@V I.HL H.HHJ G.QH H.IQH Q.@Q H.QU6

USBmTmB I.IL H.HVQ U.VQ H.HQL V.Q6 H.HVQ 6.IJ H.HQH G.HJ H.VV@ Q.@G H.QUQ

Table J.K.1: Iharacteristic Path Cength and Ilustering Ioefficient for all Cayers in all Fpaces. This
table shows the results obtained in the topological Network for the Cayers reported in the first
column.  +s shown=  the small  world  behaviour  can  be  found  only  in the  Fpace  of  Ihanges=
because of low values of C and high values of the clustering coefficient.

Wutputs HQ, HG, HL are representations in a log-log scale of the degree (and strength)
distribution for each Cayer in each Fpace. Ys shown, the course of the distribution follows
a power law P(x) = x-! where x represents the degree of the nodes.

The exponent values for the topological Network in the first two Spaces (stations and
stops) range from Q.@H to Q.@6, while the Space of Changes, characteri\ed by a small
world  architecture,  has got a  value slightly  smaller  than Q. In most  of  real  scale-free
networks the coefficient ! may range approximately from G to L. ]owever, in some cases
it can also take a value between Q and G (Seyed-allaei et al. GHH6).

In this last case the number of links increasing faster than the number of nodes and
they  naturally have the  small  world property,  because the  diameter  increases by the
logarithm of the si\e of the network and the clustering coefficient is finite.
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2hese c3nsi4erati3ns can 5e 6eri7ie4 73r a// !ayers in the Spaces 37 stati3ns an4 st3ps8
9hich can 5e 4e7ine4 as scale-free 5eca:se 37 the 4e;ree 4istri5:ti3n. <3re36er8 in the
case 37 the Space 37 >han;es the net93r? is characteri@e4 5A 53th scale-free an4 small
world  5eha6i3:r 5eca:se 37 the a536e-Centi3ne4 c3nsi4erati3ns.  2ra6e/  2iCe  Network
sh39s a/C3st the saCe pr3perties 37 5ein; scale-freeDsmall world re/ate4 t3 tra6e/ tiCes
5et9een n34es.

E.F GhAsica/ >3nnecti3ns an4 2ra6e/ 2iCe Histri5:ti3ns.

As sh39n in the pre6i3:s para;raph8 Ber/in transp3rtati3n net93r? is characteri@e4 5A
a sCa// n:C5er 37 n34es 9ith hi;h 4e;ree Ji.e. c3nnecti3nsK an4 at the saCe tiCe hi;h
6a/:es 37 stren;th Ji.e.  tra6e/  tiCesK.  Whi/e in the t3p3/3;ica/  net93r? a//  MaAers ha6e
a/C3st the saCe c3:rse8 in the tra6e/ tiCe net93r? the 5eha6i3:r 37 the sin;/e !ayers JU8
S an4 USK is  4i77erent  7r3C the 3ne re/ate4 9ith the c3Cp/ete  transp3rt  net93r?.  On
partic:/ar8 the S-Bahn MaAer JP:tp:t QR8 QSK in the Space 37 stati3ns an4 st3ps has ;3t
n34es 9ith hi;her 6a/:e 37 stren;th than 3ther MaAers. 2his Ceans that the sin;/e S-Bahn
is n3t a5/e t3 ass:re the tra6e/ tiCes 4istri5:ti3n ;i6en 5A 3ther transp3rt C34es. 2he U-
Bahn net93r?8  4espite  ha6in; a sCa//er  n:C5er  37 /ines than the  S-Bahn8  is a5/e t3
acc3Cp/ish  the  saCe 4istri5:ti3n  37  tra6e/  tiCes  as the  3ne re/ate4  t3  a//  transp3rt
C34es.

<3re in73rCati3n a53:t the c3rre/ati3ns 5et9een phAsica/ c3nstraints an4 tra6e/ tiCe
can 5e 73:n4 p/3ttin; the c3:rse 37 sJ?K. As sh39n in P:tp:ts QF8 QT an4 QE the c3:rse
37 sJ?K is str3n;/A re/ate4 t3 the phAsica/ c3nnecti3ns 37 the net93r?.

E.F.R Sh3rtest Gath Men;th Histri5:ti3n.

P:tp:ts QU8 QV an4 QW sh39 the 4istri5:ti3n 37 the Sh3rtest Gath Men;th in a// Spaces8
53th 7r3C a t3p3/3;ica/ an4 7r3C a 9ei;hte4 p3int 37 6ie9. Xi;:res sh39 the n:C5er 37
n34es reacha5/e JA-axisK 5A a ;i6en n:C5er 37 steps J3r 5A tra6e/ tiCeK Jx-axisK 73r each
MaAer. 23p3/3;ica/ 4istances 5et9een stati3ns are Ceas:re4 5A steps 9hi/e Cin:tes are
representati3ns 37 the 9ei;hte4 /en;ths.

As sh39n 5A the pic?s 37 the c:r6es8 c3Cp/ete net93r?s are characteri@e4 5A a sh3rter
sh3rtest  path  /en;th  than  sin;/e  MaAers8  a/th3:;h  in  the  Space 37  chan;es the  pic?
re/ate4 t3 the c3Cp/ete rai/ MaAer c3:p/e4 9ith the Cetr32raC has ;3t a sh3rter path than
the 3ne Y3ine4 9ith Cetr3B:s.

2he  9ei;hte4  path  /en;ths  6a/:es  Ceas:re4  5A  tra6e/  tiCes  ran;e  7r3C Q  t3  TQ
Cin:tes  in  a//  Spaces  73r  a//  MaAers  5:t  73r  the  U  an4  S-Bahn  sAsteCs8  9hich  are
characteri@e4 5A a /3n; tai/ 37 their path 7:ncti3ns.

E.F.S He;reeDStren;th an4 Bet9eenness Histri5:ti3ns.

Bet9eenness centra/itA has 5een p/3tte4 in 7:ncti3n 37 the 4e;ree an4 the stren;th
Ceas:rin; the aC3:nt 37 sh3rtest path /en;th Jsteps an4 tiCesK passin; thr3:;h n34es.
As sh39n in P:tp:ts RQ  an4 RR8  the  C3st  c3nnecte4  n34es are  n3t th3se 9ith the
hi;hest 5et9eenness. X3r instance8 in the space 37 stati3ns8 C3re e77icient paths pass
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through a node which belongs to the 89S Layers and not through a node with highest
degree belonging to more interconnected Layers. >utput ?@ shows the same function in
the Space of changesB where the most connected node shows an higher betweenness in
the 89S9B9mT Layer than in the complete one. This fact indicates that the metroTram
network  allows  the  rail  system  to  communicate  in  a  better  way  than  done  by  the
corresponding metroBus system.

The same considerations are valid for the weighted strengthFbetweenness correlations
presented in >utputs ?GB ?H and ?I in which shortest paths have been measured by
shortest travel times. Jigures help in determinating which Layer is characteriKed by long
time distances LSMBahnN and in finding out that the 89S Layer allows a user to travel
throughout  the  network  from one node  to  each  other  in  less  than  IO minutes  Lbut
transfersN. MoreoverB even in this case the most weighted nodes are not the ones with
highest betweennessB differently from the results related to degreeFstrength correlations.
This means that the most efficient communications do not always pass through the most
connected elements of the networkQ this is a first indication of the importance of taking
care of almost all nodes in a network in order to assure its complete functionality.

R.H.G Sentrality Measures.

Tue to its importanceB Betweenness centrality has been plotted on a graphical scale to
give the reader the opportunity of finding the differences between topological and travel
time scales of analysis. >utputs ?RM@H are !"#$%&$'()*+,FyUd graphical representations
of the aboveMmentioned considerations. Three Layers have been presentedV 89SB 89S9B
and  89S9B9MetroWetKB  in  order  to  evaluate  how  a  street  network  can  affect  the
dynamics of a fi+edMrailMbased one.

Xed nodes are representations of the topological betweennessB while the blue ones of
the corresponding travel time measure. The shape of the nodes is proportional to their
betweenness centrality and therefore to the amount of shortest paths passing through
them.

The physical importance of Xegional and U+press Bahn network is shown comparing
graphs in >utput  ?R and ?YQ  while in  the first case the shortest  distance paths are
distributed  on  the  ring  bahnB  in  the  second  case  the  XU  and  XB lines  change  the
distributions of shortest paths in favour of Zesundbrunnen and [auptbahnhof nodes. \n
the travel time scenarioB the same stations and  ]oologischer Zarten node play a more
important role once XU and XB lines are added. The ring stationsB in this caseB did not
lose their importance in shortest travel times paths in the global network.

Somparing 89S9B and the complete Layer  with MetroWetKB  there are  no significant
differences in betweenness distributions e+cept in the space of changes where Ale+ander
_latK station plays a more important role because of its function in the Uast metroTram
network. The metroBus system is slightly important for some nodes in the South of BerlinB
but only for the physical structure. This fact indicates that the metroBus is not able to get
more shortest travel time distributions in the network than the metroTram and the rail
system already do.

>utputs @I and @R show a representation of another previously mentioned centrality
measureB  the  so  called  `Sloseness  Sentrality`.  This  measure  takes  into  account  how
auickly a node can interact with all  the othersB  not only with its first neighbours. The
figure shows the closeness of two Layers L8SB and 8SBmTmBN in the space of stations
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where almost each element is (both physically and time) 'close' to the others.

6.< Efficiency and Stability.

In this paragraph the results related to the global and local efficiency will be presented.
Efficiency has been introduced in order to measure if a weighted network can be seen as
!"#$$ %&'($) because of the communication between nodes.  This  measure  is  able  to
evaluate  the  missing  connections  in  case  of  disruption  better  than  F,  giving  a  first
overview of critical elements. Moreover, an extended definition has been introduced in
this thesis to take into account the scheduled services in a measure of both global and
local efficiency (ESS).

6.<.1 Global and Focal Efficiency (E and ESS).

Table 6.<.1 shows the values of efficiency (both global and local) in the topological (E)
and Travel TimeKLrequency (ESS) *+,&'(-! for each .#/+( in each 01#2+ of service. The
following values have already been normaliNed by an ideal network where all nodes are
directly connected and active (E ideal) and are characteriNed by a travel time calculated
on the direct virtual straight line. Moreover, in the normaliNation process the ideal lower
frequencies in the system have been considered (ESS ideal).

Fayer
SpS (O) SpST (O) SpC (O)

34$5 3$'2 300 300$'2 34$5 3$'2 300 300$'2 34$5 3$'2 300 300$'2

U 10.77 0.<T 20.1< 0.04 10.T0 0.<T 20.1< 0.04 <4.7W T4.7T 1T.02 7.13

S 6.<6 1.6T 12.<4 0.06 11.11 1.6T 12.<4 0.06 <7.0T W3.W2 11.6< 2.7T

US W.1W 0.<4 61.7W 0.03 10.T6 0.<4 61.7W 0.03 <1.37 W6.33 6W.31 4.1W

USB 11.3< 1.6W 64.3< 0.0W 14.T7 1.6W 64.3< 0.0W <1.<0 W<.3T 6W.4T 4.14

USBmT 12.14 3.13 61.02 0.16 1<.<3 3.13 61.02 0.16 <1.<0 W1.W3 66.6W 4.0W

USBmB 13.20 <.6T 64.37 0.2W 16.<0 <.6T 64.37 0.2W <1.T0 W1.02 66.<4 3.T4

USBmTmB 13.TT 7.1< 64.10 0.3< 16.TW 7.1< 64.10 0.3< <1.T0 77.<4 66.W3 3.W3

6#5$+ %7898:;%3<<=2=+>2/%?+#!@(+!%0@""#(/8%34$5% #>)%3$'2%#(+%(+1(+!+>,#,='>!%'<%,A+%!"#$$%&'($)
5+A#B='@(%<'(%&+=4A,+)%>+,&'(-!C%&A=$+%300%(+1(+!+>,!%,A+%+<<=2=+>2/%'<%!2A+)@$+)%!+(B=2+!8%D$$
B#$@+!%#(+%=>%1+(2+>,#4+%(+<+((+)%,'%,A+%=)+#$%+<<=2=+>2/8

The  efficiency  of  scheduled  services  has  almost  the  same  values  for  the
interconnected scenarios (high ESSglb). This indicates that the system has almost reached
60O of the ideal efficiency simply connecting and maximiNing frequencies in the shortest
travel times paths of the U and the S-Bahn.

Fow values  of  Eglb and  Eloc  in  topological  Spaces  demonstrate  that  both  networks
(topological and travel time) are not fault tolerant and that a damage in a station will
affect the efficiency in the connections between the damaged station and the next one.
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the Layers in the Space of Changes. 9n this case it is interesting to notice how the failure
tolerance of all Layers is almost the same =there are slightly differences in the weighted
case because of the variability of travel times). 9n the attack strategies all Layers follow
the same course with the fraction of nodes removed except C-Bahn one. The latter is
vulnerable to targeted attacks from a service point of view as well.

6.6.G Hynamic Robustness =Cascading Jailures).

9n  this  paragraph  the  results  obtained  by  modelling  the  effects  of  a  disruption
occurring in one node on the whole network will be presented. The cascading failures
model originates from finding how a little single failure in one node of an electric grid, for
instance, is sufficient to make the entire system collapse because of the dynamics of the
redistribution of flows throughout the network.

9n this section the model presented in par.  L.M has to be generalized in order to take
into account  an extended definition of OflowO.  As previously  reviewed,  the  efficiency  of
scheduled  services  takes  into  account  the  communication  between  nodes  and  in
particular  how  efficiently  a  user  can  travel  through  the  network  using  the  most
streamlined paths  in  terms  of  physical  infrastructure,  travel  times  and  freQuency  of
services.

The  results  obtained  for  the  Berlin  transportation  network  try  to  find  out  how  a
breakdown in terms of capacity in one station of the network can affect the behaviour of
a  traveller  who  has  to  choose  another  efficient  path  in  order  to  reach  its  original
destination.  9n  particular  every  station  is  characterized  by  a  given  capacity,  i.e.  a
percentage of the initial amount of shortest paths passing through it, and by a Tolerance
Parameter =!) which allows to analyse how stable the failed network can be and how
much OflowO it can handle. The model applies the redistribution of the betweenness =RB)
when the most connected node is removed from the system, as shown in par. L.M.

The model procedures run as follows:

! Removal of the most connected node in each scenarioT
! Application of the iterative rule for 3V time steps for ! values between 1 and 1.M

increasing the capacity of the stationsT
! Xvaluation of the final efficiency value after the cascade and plot of its course over

the Tolerance Parameter.

Results are presented in  Jigure 6.6.1,  Jigure 6.6.G and  Jigure 6.6.3 for each Space
and for each of the seven Layers analysed.  According to  the results related to  Static
Robustness presented in Yutputs GZ-3G, the S-Bahn Layer is the most robust one even in
case of redistribution of flows after cascading failures in all  Spaces. The course of all
Layers  is  almost  the  same in  the  Space of  Stations  and Stops but  for  some slight
differences  in  the  latter  because  of  some  missing  connections  due  to  the  missing
representation of some parallel connections between nodes.

The complete Layers are both the one which loses the lower amount of efficiency and
the one which gets more stability increasing the Tolerance Parameter because of  the
presence of a few nodes with an higher initial degree than the others.  9n both Spaces
there is not a critical threshold in which the system collapses. As previously introduced,
Spaces of Stations and Stops follow the scale-free BA model of network. Although they

Z6
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Figure 6.6.1: Cascading Failures Model in Space of Stations. Each value is the representation of
the final amount of efficiency after the cascade due to the removal of the most connected node,
for each value of the Tolerance Parameter.
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Figure 6.6.2: Cascading Failures Model in Space of Stops. Each value is the representation of the
final amount of efficiency after the cascade due to the removal of the most connected node, for
each value of the Tolerance Parameter.
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chapter si+. - .erlin 1

until the final value of !. This means that removing the most connected node in a system
characteri;ed by a stable big structure =>?S?.A and another smaller one can have much
more influence on the global system removing the larger one. The same considerations
can be applied to other results in terms of service structure.

6.6.C Dritical Stations.

En this last part !"me%&et(work results about the most critical and important nodes of
the  network  will  be  presented.  The  efficiency  of  scheduled  services  ESS  and  the
Enformation Dentrality measures have been evaluated in order to determine dETI, i.e. the
decrease in efficiency in the global system economy caused by the removal of a node.

Kesults are presented in Lutputs C6MCN including the most 5 critical nodes for three
scenarios  of  the  following  Layers:  >?S,  >?S?.,  >?S?.?mT?m..  Although  all  single
networks can be included in the analysis, results are based on these three Layers to get
information on how adding only a single set of lines to an e+isting system can move the
dynamics and the most critical elements between different distant nodes.

Each table of each Layer consists of the list of the five most critical stations ranked
both from a topological and a ESS point of view. Therefore the decrease of ESS =dETIA in
percentage,  the degree and the two respective values of betweenness are listed.  The
reader =with the help of the two maps in Attachments S1 and SUA can verify that the most
important nodes in the system are not, in general, those with highest degree, highest
betweenness andVor geographical central position. En particular, in the >?S Layer, .erlin
Lichtenberg station is more critical in the efficient communications =in stations and stops
SpacesA in scheduled services than other more connected nodes in the city centre. This
is because it supports services fromVto the Eastern side of the city.

En the second scenario,  the one with the Kegional  and E+press .ahn added to the
e+isting Layers,  the critical point is NeukXlln node, responsible for the communication
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chapter six. [ Berlin ]

both in the Eastern and in the Southern side of the 9erman capital. Finally, adding the
street Layers of @etroAetB, Berlin 9esundbrunnen station reaches its real importance in
the global system supporting mostly all the transport modes of the city. AlexanderplatB
station, despite having a double value of topological degree, is second from the top in
terms  of  ESS  decrease  once  it  is  removed.  In  the  Space  of  Changes  scenario,  i.e.
measuring how many times a user has to transfer during its trip, Osloer Str. station is the
most important in all the three Layers, despite its 2Jth position in the ranking considering
only the topological constraints.

Output  3M shows two  Time=net.workNyEd files reporting the  most  critical  nodes of
UPSPB Layer in a topological and in a weighted (ESS) scheme. The larger the node, the
more important it is.

6.7 Berlin Aetwork VisualiBation (Awb, 9uess and PaXek results).

In this last paragraph some results obtained exporting  Time=net.work data to other
free common network analysis tools will  be presented. Awb and PaXek are two of the
most adopted instruments for network scientists and they are primarly oriented to social
network visualiBation and analysis as introduced in par.  1.5. [owever, some algorithms
can be useful in visualiBing transportation networks as well.

Time=net.work exports  its  input  files  in  different  formats  readable  by  the  above-
mentioned tools. The most interesting visualiBation are the ones based on force directed
algorithms. The idea is to consider a force between any two nodes. In this algorithm, the
nodes are  represented by  steel  rings and the  edges are  springs between them.  The
attractive force  is similar to  the spring force  and the  repulsive force  is similar to  the
electrical force. The basic idea is to minimiBe the energy of the system by moving the

7M

Figure 6.7.1: Kamada and Kawai Force directed visualization of Berlin U+S+B+mT+mB network,
taken from !"#$%&'(( output. The energy minimization in this algorithm is achieved by obtaining
the derivative of the force equations. At the minimum energy, the derivatives of the force equation
are  zero.  However,  these  equations  are  not  independent  and  therefore  they  cannot  be
independently brought to zero. Only the node with the maximum gradient value is moved. This
process is continued until the total energy is minimized.
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!igure  (.7.+,  PA/01  circular  layout  of  Berlin  U<S<B<mT<mB  network.  The  white  nodes  are
representations of the FhubsF of the network, i.e. the nodes with highest degree.

!"#$%

!igure  (.7.I, !ruchterman and Jeingold !orce directed visualiLation of Berlin U<S<B<mT<mB
network,  taken  from  !"#$%uess output.  The  sum  of  the  force  vectors  determines  in  which
direction a node should move. The step width, which is a constant, determines how far a node
moves in a single step. Mhen the energy of the system is minimiLed, the nodes stop moving and
the system reaches itFs eNuilibrium state.
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time%net.work. [ attachments and output graphics ]

ATTACHMENTS:
[01-02] Berlin Network Maps (www.bvg.de).

OUTPUTS:
[01-15] Physical Connections and Travel Time Distribution.
[16-24] Betweenness Centrality.
[25-26] Closeness Centrality.
[27-32] Static Robustness (ID, IB and Failures Removal).
[33-36] Critical Nodes.
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Berlin Map S+U+B
(source: www.bvg.de)ATTACHMENT 01Berlin Map S+U+B(source: www.bvg.de)
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Berlin Map S+U+B+metroNetz
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Node Betweenness / Degree Distribution
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Node Betweenness / Strength Distribution
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Node Betweenness / Strength Distribution
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Node Betweenness / Strength Distribution
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Betweenness Centrality

LAYER U+S+B NETWORK Topology SPACE Changes

LAYER U+S+B NETWORK Travel Time SPACE Changes
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Betweenness Centrality

LAYER U+S+B+mT+mB NETWORK Topology SPACE Changes

LAYER U+S+B+mT+mB NETWORK Travel Time SPACE Changes
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OUTPUT 2'

Closeness Centrality

LAYER U+S+B+mT+mB NETWORK Topology SPACE Stations

LAYER U+S+B+mT+mB NETWORK Travel Time SPACE Stations
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Stati% Robustness
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Stati% Robustness
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Static Robustness
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OUTPUT 31
Static Robustness
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OUTPUT 32
Static Robustness
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OUTPUT 33
Critical Nodes

LAYER U+S NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Stations

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

1 1 Lichtenberg 8 8 18054 17988

6 2 Neukölln 7 10 20314 14916

5 3 Westhafen 6 4 7676 3082

8 4 Alexanderplatz 6 13 10494 20787

10 5 Heidelberger Platz 6 6 2171 7612

LAYER U+S NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Stops

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

1 1 Lichtenberg 8 4 18025 17988

4 2 Neukölln 7 7 18558 14916

26 3 Westhafen 6 4 14096 3082

29 4 Alexanderplatz 5 7 11238 20787

11 5 Heidelberger Platz 5 4 11817 7612

LAYER U+S NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Changes

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

28 1 Osloer Str. 3 40 460 729

16 2 Berliner Str. 3 56 749 90

2 3 Alexanderplatz 2 181 13301 10713

3 4 Yorkstr. 2 125 3996 1775

46 5 Bayerischer Platz 2 43 150 0



OUTPUT 34
Critical Nodes

LAYER U+S+B NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Stations

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

11 1 Neukölln 7 10 8728 6862

32 2 Westhafen 6 4 1069 1590

10 3 Heidelberger Platz 5 6 6413 6358

23 4 Alexanderplatz 5 21 29852 13863

17 5 Grenzallee 5 2 4752 4752

LAYER U+S+B NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Stops

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

5 1 Neukölln 7 7 8406 6862

67 2 Westhafen 6 4 3322 1590

11 3 Heidelberger Platz 6 4 5788 6358

13 4 Alexanderplatz 5 11 10516 13863

13 5 Grenzallee 5 2 4752 4752

LAYER U+S+B NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Changes

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

29 1 Osloer Str. 3 40 428 703

18 2 Berliner Str. 2 56 749 78

2 3 Alexanderplatz 2 212 14094 13435

3 4 Yorkstr. 2 125 3812 928

48 5 Bayerischer Platz 2 43 149 0



OUTPUT 35
Critical Nodes

LAYER U+S+B+mT+mB NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Stations

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

9 1 Gesundbrunnen 5 14 26684 34128

16 2 Alexanderplatz 4 28 33748 20938

15 3 Hermannplatz 4 7 2075 4434

69 4 Westhafen 4 4 962 806

145 5 Berliner Str. 3 4 705 657

LAYER U+S+B+mT+mB NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Stops

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

1 1 Gesundbrunnen 5 9 28432 34128

6 2 Alexanderplatz 5 13 11860 20938

37 3 Hermannplatz 4 7 4219 4434

95 4 Westhafen 3 4 2367 806

195 5 Berliner Str. 3 4 480 657

LAYER U+S+B+mT+mB NETWORK Topology/Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Changes

Top. Rank ESS Rank Node dETF (%) Degree Top. BC ESS BC

20 1 Osloer Str. 3 50 538 1335

269 2 Nauener Platz 2 17 0 0

4 3 Alexanderplatz 2 249 17245 16929

19 4 Stadtmitte 2 67 629 119

3 5 Yorkstr. 2 134 3519 614



OUTPUT 36

Critical Nodes

LAYER U+S+B NETWORK Topology SPACE Stations

LAYER U+S+B NETWORK Travel Time/Frequency SPACE Stations







chapter seven. " f$rt'er a**lication0 1

2ir*ort net3or405 rail3ay timeta8le 0ta8ility an9 0tation trac40 layo$t.

;.1 =>er>ie3

Time%net.work i0 a tool a8le to *erform 9ifferent analy0e0 of 9ifferent te0t ca0e0. T'e
'$@e 0t$9y *erforme9 on Berlin tran0*ortation net3or4 'a0 8een only t'e final 0te* of
0ome *reliminary 3or40 con9$cte9 in or9er to te0t t'e met'o9 on 0e>eral tran0*ortation
net3or40.

Bn t'i0 c'a*ter t'ree 9ifferent a**lication0 of t'e tool 3ill 8e *re0ente9. T'e fir0t one i0
relate9 to t'e ro8$0tne00 analy0i0 of t'e air lin40 8et3een Creece an9 T$r4ey5 a00ociate9
3it' tra>el time0 an9 freD$encie0 Efli@'t0F3ee4G. T'e 0econ9 i0 an a**lication 8a0e9 on
rail3ay timeta8le 0ta8ility5 *erforme9 3it' t'e 'el* of a microH0im$lation 0oft3are. T'e
aim i0 to e>al$ate 'o3 efficient a timeta8le i0 in ca0e of *ert$r8ation0 in t'e 0y0tem
E9elay0G. T'e t'ir9 eIam*le i0 a rail3ay 0tation trac4 layo$t analy0i0. Bn t'i0 ca0e t'e tool
3a0 a8le to 9etermine t'e mo0t >$lnera8le element0 Etrac405 03itc'e0G in f$nction of t'e
train ro$te0 in arri>al or in 9e*art$re.

;.2 2e@ean 2ir*ort Ket3or4 2naly0i0.

T'e 0o$t'ea0tern E$ro*e air net3or4 'a0 8een mo9elle9 an9 analy0e9 in t3o 3ay0M
t'e one relate9 to t'e to*olo@ical 0tr$ct$re an9 t'e one relate9 to tra>el time0 an9 flo30
t'ro$@' t'e net3or4.  T'i0 3or4 'a0 8een t'e o8Nect of a recent *a*er EOamanna an9
Oon@o5 200QG.

T'e Cree4 an9 t'e T$r4i0' net3or40 'a>e 8een analy0e9 fir0t locally5 t'en con0i9erin@
t'em a0 a 0in@le 'omo@eneo$0 air 0y0tem.  Eac' no9e 'a0 8een connecte9 3it' eac'
ot'er 8y a lin4 re*re0entin@ a nonH0to* fli@'t 0er>ice o*erate9 8y t'e t3o national =lym*ic
an9 T$r4i0' 2irline0.

;.2.1. Cree4 an9 T$r4i0' 2ir Ket3or40.

T'e  2ir  Ket3or4  of  Creece  'a0  @ot  t'e  f$n9amental  role  of  8$il9in@  connection0
t'ro$@' it0 re@ion5 e0*ecially 8et3een many 2e@ean i0lan90 an9 t'e continent. Bn t'e
0$mmertime  t'e  @reat  traffic  9eman9 reD$e0t0  a maNor  connection  0y0tem 8et3een
to$ri0t0 area05 3'ile in ot'er mont'0 it 0'o$l9 re*lace t'e 0ea 0er>ice0 3'ic' are not
al3ay0 a>aila8le. Bn t'i0 0t$9y t'e =lym*ic 2irline0 net3or4 'a0 8een con0i9ere9. Bt i0 t'e
0tateHr$n fla@ carrier an9 t'e lar@e0t airline in Creece. Bt  o*erate0 0c'e9$le9 0er>ice0
8ot' to 9ome0tic an9 to forei@n citie05 an9 it0 net3or4 ari0e0 from t'e t3o main air*ort0
of 2t'en0 Bnternational 2ir*ort E2TRG an9 T'e00aloni4i Bnternational 2ir*ort ESTCG to a 0et
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chapter seven. - further applications 3

of  other  thirty  minor  airports  all  over  the  region,  including  9hodes  :9H<= and  other
Aegean islands.

The Turkish Air Aetwork is the second system analysedC its closeness to the Aegean
area  makes  it  the  natural  partner  of  the  Dreek  Air  Aetwork  to  predict  a  global  air
behaviour in the southeastern Furope. Turkish Airlines is the national airline of Turkey
based in Gstanbul. Gt operates a network of scheduled services to 1IJ international and
KL domestic cities. Gts main base is AtatMrk Gnternational Airport :GST= in Gstanbul. Other
main airports in the region are Ankara Gnternational Airport :FSB= and Gzmir :ARB=. The
domestic Turkish Airlines timetable has been implemented in the following analysis to
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!"#$%e'(se*e+,(-(.u'%"e'(#$$01!#%12+s(3

$'e41!%5(#s(we00(#s(%"e(G'ee8(2+e5(9e+e'#0(%2$2029:(!"#'#!%e'1s%1!s(#+4(!2;$0e<(+e%w2'8s
be"#*12u', (>"e(2+0:(s!"e4u0e4(41'e!%(.019"%s(!2++e!%1+9(G'ee!e(#+4(>u'8e:(#'e(be%wee+
?%"e+s(#+4(@s%#+bu05(1+(b2%"(41'e!%12+s,

A,B,B, CD(#+4(E?(Fesu0%s,

>"e(s%'u!%u'e(#+4(!2++e!%1*1%:(#+#0:s1s(s"2ws(%"#%(%"e(s2u%"e#s%e'+(#1'(+e%w2'8(!#+
be(!2+s14e'e4(b2%" (small world( be!#use(2.(%"e(41s%#+!es(G1+($#'%1!u0#'( 'e0#%e4(%2(%"e
902b#0(#1'(+e%w2'85 (>#b0e(A,B,HI (#+4 (scale,free( 4ue(%2(%"e(+24e(4e9'ee(G#+4(s%'e+9%"I
41s%'1bu%12+s(GJ19u'e(A,B,HI,(Fesu0%s(0e#4(%"e(#1'(+e%w2'8s(%2(be(*e':(%20e'#+%(%2(.#10u'es
#+4(#%%#!8s(be!#use(2.(%"e(41s%#+!es5(bu%(*u0+e'#b0e(%2(4e01be'#%e(#%%#!8s(be!#use(2.
%"e (4e9'ees (41s%'1bu%12+, (K2'e2*e'5 ( %"e ( #+#0:s1s ( s"2ws (# (s%'2+9 (!2''e0#%12+ (be%wee+
41..e'e+%(s%'e+9%"s(G.'eLue+!1es(#+4(%'#*e0(%1;esI(#+4(%"e(%2$20291!#0(s%'u!%u'e(2.(#00(%"e
%"'ee(!2+s14e'e4(+e%w2'8s,(M2++e!%1*1%:('esu0%s(4e;2+s%'#%e(%"e(!2''e!%(#$$'2#!"(2.(%"e
+ew(;e#su'e(2.(e..1!1e+!:5(w"1!"("#s(%2(%#8e(1+%2(#!!2u+%(%"e(4:+#;1!s(%"#%(#!%(1+(%"e
+e%w2'85(#+4(+2%(2+0:(1%s($":s1!#0(s%'u!%u'e,

.etwork 1 2 1 3random5 2 3random5

>u'8e: H,NNNO P,QRBO B,BNOA P,HQSH

G'ee!e H,OPQB P,SRAR S,HQTR P,POSN

G02b#0 B,TTPH P,TQNR S,HASQ P,PRPR

Table 7.:.1< =mall world measures. ?n the first two columns the Balues of 1 and 2 show the small
world behaBiour  of  the  different  unweighted  systems.  Eeasures  are  compared  to  the
corresponding of random networks haBing the same dimensions. =mall world networks behaBiour
is characteriGed by low Balues of 1, like random graphs, but high 2, like regular structures. Their
structures stay in between order and randomness.

A,B,S, F2bus%+ess(#+4(Uu0+e'#b101%:(Fesu0%s,

>"e(+e%w2'8(s%'u!%u'e(#+4(.u+!%12+(s%'2+90:('e0:(2+(%"e(e<1s%e+!e(2.($#%"s(be%wee+
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di..erent kinds o. global networks connections allows the air network provider to predict
which  .unctional  elements have to  be preserved much more  than others,  in order to
guarantee a desired ;evel O. Service.

7.3 Railway Timetable Stability.

One o. the .irst  !"#e%net.)*r, application was a sort o.  timetable stability analysis
(;amanna  and  ;ongo,  2007).  This  study  aimed  at  analysing  the  railway  timetable
robustness  and  reliability  re.erred  to  a scheduled  timetable  and to  a perturbed one
a..ected by various kinds o. .ailures, by means o. intensive synchronous micro-simulation
models  o.  the  network  using  o.  -pen!rac, so.tware  (www.opentrack.ch).  This  tool
simulates the  run o. trains on the modelled network,  their con.licts,  various kinds o.
block systems and all the remaining railway circulation characteristics.

Services could be delayed because o. several causes: this new approach tries to de.ine
a new perturbed network by uncertain travel times, to analyse the stability o. a compleI
weighted network compared with typical topological  s#a22 )*r24 properties by means o.
an  eItended de.inition  o.  time-based network  characteristics.  The  Timetable  Service
Network tries to help the analysis o. a new level o. robustness o. the timetable, related to
network stability.

7.3.1. Leighted Clustering Coe..icient.

In this study the weighted clustering coe..icient has been considered in order to get
local in.ormation about the structure o. the analysed timetable. The .ollowing approach
has been considered (Onnela et al. 2005) because it takes into account all weights o. all
edges in triangles, and because o. its purely weight-based structure. Its range is between
0 and 1 and has been de.ined as .ollows:

12P
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The weights  ! are normali>ed by the maximum weight in the network. Defining the
global quantity !w as the average value of weighted clustering over all vertices, it will be
possible  to  provide  global  information  about  the  correlations  between  weights  and
topology.  In  the  case  of  random networks  !w  =  !*  (Hlustering  Hoefficient  related  to
random networks) but in the case of real weighted networks !w + !*   or !w , !*.

7.6.2. Timetable Service Network (TSN): Models and Delay Analysis.

The so called Timetable  Service  Network (TSN) is  the  new kind of  graph structure
which analyse both the weighted characteristics and the topology of different spaces of
services in a railway network.  The following analysis demands that, in the evaluation of
the parameters, both the travel time of the services and the variation of the headway
appear as a factor, in order to predict the behaviour of the Timetable Service Network
under perturbed conditions. This means that the weight of each edge (service) and of
each node (station) has to be defined.

The modelled network (Oigure 7.2.6) consists of four double-track lines of about 60
kilometres each of them converging on a single double-track line of the same length.
Services alternate between intercity and regional trains from all terminal stations. Both
intercity  and regional  trains stop at  terminal  and at  the two common stations,  while
regional  trains stop at  all  stations.  An artificial  timetable has been built  on a simple
network  to  provide  a  model  and  output  data  to  calculate  the  parameters  of  the
circulation. The timetable presents a symmetrical periodic passenger timetable with four
trains/hour  in  the  common  branchS  meanwhile  other  branches  of  the  networks  are
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.igure  3.4.56 7dge weights distributions# for each direction of travel. Cs it was suDDosed to be#
increasing delaEs corresDond to increasing edge weightsF the little variations in the edge weights
GiH%I  for  JH!  branch  and  G%HiI  for  .H!#  JH!  and  .HJ  branches  are  due  to  the  simulator's  delaE
distributionF different scenarios are related to different distributions of Derturbed conditions.
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covered  by two trains/hour, in both directions.
In this first analysis, perturbed conditions of the network have been defined as “mean

departure delays” for services: the simulator defines an average given beginning delay for
courses without initial delay. Mean delays have been defined in three different scenarios
of 300, 600 and 900 seconds;  this fact does not mean that all services are delayed
equally in each scenario,  because the distribution of delays is different with different
initial delay time.

The following approach derives from the analysis of timetable developed by means of
Space of  Stops definition.  Nodes are characterized  by every  departure (in every stop
station)  of  a  service  and therefore  by  their  headway,  while  edges are  related  to  the
variable travel  times between nodes.  The different  gradient  of  the  nodes and of the
edges is directly connected with the weight and the strength measures.

7.3.3. Definition of Weights.

Each edge is associated to a weight wij; this measure has been defined by means of
two different elements: the first, called  !om$actness (Cp) (Lamanna et al. 2006) takes
into account the variability of the headways ai with increasing mean delays in two general
sections of a line. Ma and n are respectively the average value of the headway values and
the number of trains circulating on the line and it has been defined as follows:

!+!
!["a1#,a $

2%...%"an#,a$
2 ]$n

,
a!n#1

. (7.2)

This measure  allows the  system to consider the  structure  of  the timetable  and its
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Fi/0re  7.3.27  8tren/t9  and  ;ei/9ted  !l0sterin/  !oefficient  c9aracteristics.  >nl?  one  dia/ram
related to one direction @iABC 9as Deen re$orted Deca0se t9ere are onl? few differences wit9 t9e
ot9er direction. T9e GH0DG De9avio0r of E and F nodes is ver? clear des$ite t9e few c9an/es of t9is
meas0re wit9 increasin/ mean dela?s.
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variations in case of perturbed conditions or in case of failures.  The second inde7 is
called !erformance 89:, and considers the amount of delayed services in different delay
scenarios, defined by the ratio between the delayed headway time and the scheduled
one, in every scenario. Cp ranges from 0 8minimum compactness and eBual distribution
of trains: to 1 8ma7imum compactness:, while 9 value is 1 in case of perfect scheduled
situation, and increases with delay scenarios.

Compactness and  !erformance have been defined  on both  directions of  travel,  in
order to model a directional weighted network. By means of these two measures, it has
been possible to define the weight of each link and to provide values of all the elements
characterising the Timetable Service GetworkH the strength of each node, the weighted
Clustering Coefficient and the time-based Efficiency.

7.3.4. Time-related Efficiency Results.

The following results show the differences of various characteristics of the TSG in every
single scenarioH nodes strength, edges weights and Oeighted Clustering Coefficient.

Figure 7.3.1 is related to the weights calculated in the four scenarios, including the
scheduled starting case, for each direction of travel. In this test case the same scenario
has been used to compare the timetable under the same kind of failures, modified only
in the mean delay time.

Figure 7.3.2 shows the strength and the  clustering behaviour of the nodes in each
delay scenario, and in the scheduled one. This means that the railway timetable is stable
around its Hubs, and its behaviour remains almost constant with increasing perturbed
conditions.

Besides,  the  dotted  line  represents  the  average  value  of  the  weighted  Clustering
Coefficient 8Cw: calculated on all scenarios and compared with the one related to random
networks CR  8black continuous line:. The value of Cw is always higher than CR in all delay
scenarios.  This  means  that  the  network  is  built  by  interconnected  triple  of  vertices,
formed by edges with large weight.

Scenarios
Eglob Eloc

diriT dirTi diriT dirTi

scheduled 0,97 0,12 0,96 0,12

delay300 0,95 0,12 0,93 0,11

delay600 0,92 0,11 0,91 0,11

delay900 0,91 0,10 0,88 0,10

Table 7.4.5: Eglob is the value of E normali=ed in ?@,5B range by the Efficiency value in the ideal
case, in which information is delivered in the most efficient way. Eloc is the same as the previous
measure related to the subgraph of the neighbours of every single node.

This result also reveals the e7istence of a particular phenomenon in which important
stations 8such as E and F: form a group of well  interconnected nodes.  Therefore the
timetable behaviour under perturbed conditions depends on the hubsY characteristics, on
their headway compactness, and on how a delayed timetable structure is modified by
these properties 8as capacity  and bottleneck phenomenon could be:.  In fact,  the  low
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values of the weighted Clustering Coefficient at nodes 8 and 9 means that there are only
few connections between the stations connected to the hubs= all services have to pass
through these two main stations to reach their destinations.

9inally,  it  is  interesting  to  evaluate  the  8fficiency  of  the  network  in  three  delay
scenarios,  in order to  compare the behaviour of the network both by  topological  and
weighted small world properties (Table 7.3.1). Figh values of 8glob  and 8loc mean that the
weighted network could be seen as small world in terms of 8fficiency. Results are able to
define  the  variation  of  8fficiency  in  communications  between  nodes=  in  this  railway
timetable case, it means that the TSN is almost 3J less efficient than an ideal network
(in the scheduled case), where every link presents the minimum value of compactness
and  a  scheduled  travel  time.  The  global  8fficiency  decreases  with  increasing  mean
delays, as expected, along with the delay scenarios. Lesides relative low values of 8loc

indicate a poor local 8fficiency= therefore a failure in a station should affect the 8fficiency
all over the network. This topic could be useful to predict the behaviour of the nodes
under  perturbed  conditions,  and  their  8fficiency  related  both  to  local  and  to  global
network performance.

7.M Railway Station Layout Oesign.

The last example of Time=net.work application is a short application related to a sort
of railway station layout design.  Complex networks theories are able to find the most
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Figure  7.2.3:  Trieste  Centrale  railway  station  layout.  This  diagram  is  taken  as  a
Time=net.work<y=d output. ?ed directed links represent outgoing routes, while green ones the
corresponding ingoing ones. The siBe of the nodes is direct proportional to their betweenness
centrality, i.e. to the number of direct shortest paths passing through them.
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critical  paths and routes in a common railway  station. The latter  is made by physical
elements  (tracks,  switches)  and  service  constraints  (routes,  signals).  ?hen  a  failure
occurs in one part of the station layout the reaction of the system has to be evaluated in
function of the amount of trains that are planned to run through the critical element.

The model  has been developed basing on the  simple  @termini@  station of Trieste,  a
middle-siBe town in the North Dastern part of Italy. It consists of F stationary tracks and
of a double track line which carries all the traffic in arrival and in departure. In this case
the graph differs from the other cases because it counts of directed edges, to take into
account the direction of travel in presence of switches.

Figure  7.I.1 presents  the  model  of  the  station  layout  and  its  distribution  of
betweenness centrality which takes care of the direction of travel. The graph is directed
and weighted as well; in this application the typology of weights considered consists in
assigning  at  each edge the  time (in  minutes)  occupied  by  trains.  The tool  used this
function to find out the total travel time of services running in and out the stations and
their paths.

The user of this method (still in development) can find the optimal configuration of a
railway station considering both the routes assigned at each service and the physical
constrains, in order to evaluate the most critical elements of the layout and protect them
in the best way as possible from failures or attacks.
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systems  display  a  high  degree  of  error  tolerance,  i.e.  the  ability  of  their  nodes  to
communicate  is  unaffected  by  the  failure  of  some randomly  chosen nodes.  Besides,
these networks are extremely vulnerable to attacks, i.e. the removal of a few nodes plays
a vital role in maintaining the network connectivity.

Small world networks display an higher robustness against targeted attacks than scale-
free ones.  Results have been taken from single and multiple Layers combinations and
allow to determine several indications about transportation connectivity and robustness.
In particular they helped in finding:

! the shortest path between every two nodes for each transport mode according to

both physical steps and travel time. It is useful to find out that the most efficient
communications do not pass in general through the most connected nodes. This is
a first indication of the importance of secondary nodes in the global economy of
the system;

! centrality measures, defined as the importance of an element within the network.

The different distributions of betweenness in the unweighted and in the weighted
case can help in finding the most critical paths related both to the infrastructure
and to the services;

! analyses of different spaces to evaluate if a node is fundamental for its physical

position  within  the  network  or  for  its  ability  in  transfering  services  between
different transportation modes;

! A new measure of Level of Service called ESS (Efficiency of Scheduled Services). It

is  useful  to  determine  how  fault-tolerant  a  network  is  in  function  of  physical
connections, travel times, frequency of the services and scheduled timetables;

! The reaction of the system in case of random failures or deliberate attacks on the

most  connected  or  most  efficient  nodes.  Results  in  general  show  an  higher
tolerance of attacks performed on high degree nodes than on highly efficient ones.
Moreover, models are able to show the differences in robustness of every single
Layer and of their combinations;

! The dynamical robustness of every Layer in function of the capacity threshold of
their  nodes,  in  case  of  redistribution  of  flows  after  the  removal  of  the  most
connected nodes in the system. This allows to find out which is the most tolerant
and most stable combination of Layers within the network;

! A critical station ranking. This final result captures the drop of Efficiency which the
removal of a node can have in the system. Analyses show that the most critical
nodes are not, in general, the ones with highest degree or highest betweenness
and/or geographical strategic position.

Monitoring the behaviour of the efficiency for different time-related networks can be
useful  in  maintenance  analyses  as  well,  where  one  or  more  elements  have  to  be
temporarily closed. This approach can be used to minimize the impact of the removal
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elements  in  the  global  scheduled  efficiency  choosing  the  optimal  order  of  element
closures.
!"#$=&$'()*+, and  its  methods  can  be  applied  on  several  cases  with  only  slight

modifications  of  the  input  data.  ;irport  and urban  networ3s<  railway  timetables and
station layout are only few cases in which a particular 'networ3' can be modelled in order
to analysed structural and dynamic behaviours. These tests ma3es the tool developed by
the author a useful instrument of analysis not only for common transportation networ3s
but for other stability and robustness processes as well.

?.3 TimeAnet.wor3. Bew Features and ;pplications.

Transportation  networ3s  robustness  has  been  analysed  in  a  brand-new  approach.
However many aspects have to be further analysed.
!"#$=&$'()*+, has implemented the first basis to consider users' transfer time in the

stations.  This  aspect  ta3es into  account the typologies of transfer  station  in another
space called Space of Transfer. This is another 3ind of graph in which different edges are
the representations of all the possible paths which a traveller has to cover in order to
reach the stop of another transportation mode. This new space allows the tool to ta3e
into account the complete travel time between an origin and a destination.

This  new feature  has been implemented in  a new analysis  considering  the airport
networ3s of Gyanair and easyHet air carriers. They are the two biggest 'low cost' flight
carriers in Europe< serving almost all countries in the Continent. The objective of this
application is to find out if and how a traveller can fly from an origin to a destination using
both Gyanair and easyHet services. Therefore !"#$=&$'()*+, has to ta3e into account the
scheduled timetables and the transfer time within airports in order to obtain the most
efficient paths and the robustness of the whole networ3.

The tool is implementing another centrality measure called  $"-$&.$/'*+0/$&'+12"'3( It
ac3nowledges  that  not  all  connections  are  eMual  and  they  can  be  evaluated  as
proportional to the centralities of the neighbours of a node. The measure defined in this
way gives each verteN a centrality which depends both on the number and the Muality of
its connections: having a large number of connections is still important but a verteN with
a smaller number of high-Muality contacts may outran3 the one with a larger number of
poor-Muality contacts.  Eigenvector centrality shows to be a revealing measure in many
situations. For eNample< a variant of eigenvector centrality is employed by the well-3nown
Web Search Engine Qoogle to ran3 web pages.

Finally  one  last  aspect  of  transportation  networ3s  analysis  is  being  ta3en  into
consideration: the one related to spreading processes. It has to do with the modelling of
particular 'infectious diseases' in a networ3 (typically a virus in a population) and it aims
at  reproducing the actual  dynamics of the disease and at designing the strategies to
control and possibly eradicate the infection. In transportation networ3s a virus can be
easily associated with a delay< i.e. some perturbations spreading in the networ3. Several
methods of  analysis  of  spreading  processes have been studied  in  different  compleN
networ3s.  !"#$=&$'()*+, tries  to  define  a  new  approach  to  delay  propagation  in  a
transportation networ3 basing for instance on micro-simulation of the traffic in a railway
networ3<  as  an  eNtended  application  of  the  timetable  stability  analysis  paragraph
reported in chapter seven.
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8.4 Time=net.work. Outlook.

In this thesis some aspects of complex networks science have been analysed. Small
world  and scale-free models  have been studied  so  far  as a way to  uncover  nature's
hidden networks (Buchanan, 2002) and their dynamics between order and randomness
(Watts, 2004).

A way to understand how the small world phenomenon can help in explaining several
real networks behaviour is the so called 'Tipping Point' (Gladwell, 2000). The central idea
is  that  tiny  and  apparently  insignificant  changes  can  often  have  unexpected
consequences.  This accounts for the fact that sweeping changes often rise up out of
nowhere to transform industries, communities and nations.

These considerations are strongly  related to  dynamic robustness and to  cascading
failures  models.  In  transportation  networks  studies  a  typical  tipping  point  to  be
considered is the one related to the propagation of a delay through the network. Several
studies have analysed the spreading of the so called 'infectious' in networks. They found
that there is a threshold value of propagation which depends on the probability to affect
other nodes and on the highest eigenvector of the adjacent matrix of the system as well
(Wang et al. 2003).

This fact can be related to the above-mentioned new features implemented in order to
consider the spreading processes of perturbed circulation and non-scheduled services in
transportation systems. The aim is to find out if there is a particular 'critical' value of the
delay related to the topology or the services. For delays over the critical threshold the
perturbations spread out; otherwise, lower values can be absorbed by the system in a
certain period of time.

The new approach to natural and technological phenomena takes into account many
aspects mainly related to the synchroni)ation and collective dynamics (Strogatz, 2003).
Synchronization is a process wherein many systems (either equivalent or non-equivalent)
adjust a given property of their motion because of a suitable coupling configuration or of
an external forcing.

The emergence of collective and synchronized dynamics in large networks of coupled
units has been investigated since the beginning of the nineties in different contexts and
fields, ranging from biology and ecology, to semiconductor lasers and electronic circuits.
These works are strongly related to weighted graphs and networks in order to catch the
relations between topology and dynamics which enhance synchronization in weighted
networks. Several applications to real systems showed that synchronization occurs firstly
if  the  weights must induce a dominant  interaction  from hub to  non-hubs nodes and
secondly if  the  networks contain a structure of connected hubs influencing the other
nodes.

Although  these  considerations  seem to  be  far  away  from  transportation  networks
cases, the above-mentioned aspects can be related to a common transportation network
characterized by hubs nodes and represented by a weighted graph. Further research can
be  focused  on  this  aspect  in  order  to  evaluate  if  a  transportation  network  and  its
dynamics follow a particular law of 'self-organization' such as many real systems do. For
example, fireflies are known to fire in unison, and this phenomenon has been proved to
occur in a group of integrate-fire cells (Figure 8.4.1).  The idea is that when one firefly
sees another nearby firefly flash, it hurries up and flashes a little bit sooner than it would
have done otherwise. This is maybe the most famous phenomenon of synchronization of
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real  systems  and  one of  the  first  to  be  analysed  due  to  its  hystoric  importance  in
scientific nature studies so far.

9ynchroni:ation  laws  and  applications  are  the  ne<t  step  of  the  modern  comple<
networ3 science. They play a fundamental role in several practical cases? one of the main
application can be found in neural medicine. 9cientists have started tests in order to cure
the Par3insonAs disease by deBsynchroni:aton of different neural activities in the brain by
e<ternal electrical impulses.

This conclusion can be considered out of place in case of a thesis about engineering
transportation networ3s topics. Cowever the aboveBmentioned considerations have been
introduced in order to get some ideas of the scientific evolution which allows to analyse a
transportation networ3 using a brandBnew approach.  Dnly a deeper research  in these
field would  help in discovering if  there can be a connection between the flashing of
Ealaysian fireflies and the scheduled timetables of Ferlin transportation networ3.

![...] Some twenty years ago 2 saw, or thought 2 saw, a synchronal or simultaneous flashing of
fireflies.  2  could hardly  believe my eyes,  for such a thing to occur among insects  is certainly
contrary to all natural laws. [...] Thousands of these insects commence their fluorescent display,
flashing on and off two or three times a second, some stationary, others circling around. 2n some
trees a whole colony of fireflies will flash in absolute unison, hour after hour, in the manner of the
lights on a Christmas tree.@ A. Laurent, Science 4D, 44 (1G17).

1H1

Figure K.4.1L Tropical fireflies, particularly in southeastern Msia (Thailand and Nalaysia), routinely
synchroniOe  their  flashes  among  large  groups.  This  is  a  startling  example  of  spontaneous
biological order. This phenomenon occurs at night along the river banks in the Nalaysian Rungle
every  day  of  the  year.  Fireflies  flash  firstly  at  random  then  in  sync.  The  rule  behind  this
phenomenon is very simpleL all  fireflies have nearly the same freSuency for their flashing, but
their phase is shifted. 2f a firefly receives the flash of a neighbour firefly, it flashes slightly earlier.
(sourceL httpLTTecologyasia.comThtmlUlocTkualaUselangor.htm).
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